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Abstract
One challenge in STEM education is the learning of technical terms. In order to
reason about higher-order scientific concepts, knowledge of technical vocabulary is often
a prerequisite. Improving this knowledge may enhance the learning of higher-order
concepts because it reduces cognitive load students experience while learning. To that
end, we need innovative learning-aid tools that help students not only in learning and
remembering technical terms, but also in applying the learned knowledge to broader
concepts. This dissertation investigates the hypothesis that learning gained from
crosswords can be used to teach technical terms. Furthermore, I am also examining the
hypothesis that additional elaboration techniques will enhance the effect of crosswords.
In a series of seven experiments, I investigated the effect of crossword puzzles with an
add-on elaboration on students’ ability to remember learned technical terms and to
provide more in-depth explanations of those terms. Across the experiments, I investigated
(a) three different types of elaboration techniques, (b) collaboration vs. individual
participation, (c) in-person vs. online training, and (d) short vs. long delay. Across
experimental variations, results indicated that using a crossword puzzle alone produced a
statistically significant learning effect relative to a control condition. Although adding
structured elaboration did provide benefits when added to a crossword puzzle, it did not
consistently improve retention compared to the crossword puzzle alone. Also, different
elaboration techniques did not provide specific enhancement on memory retention.
Implications for theoretical perspectives on learning technical vocabulary and best
practices to implement crossword in educational settings are discussed.
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1 Introduction to the Use of Crosswords in Education
1.1 From leisure activity to learning-aid tool
One of the critical challenges in the education of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) is the learning of field-specific technical terms
(Wong, Chu, & Yap, 2014; Yager, 1983; Yuriev, Capuano, & Short, 2016). Addressing
such challenges may reduce barriers to entry of potential students into technical fields,
because students need to be able to speak and understand the basic language of a
discipline before they can engage in higher-order scientific reasoning, and understanding
technical terms will reduce cognitive load and enable them to engage in more complex
domain-specific problem solving (Sweller, 1994). To support the teaching of technical
vocabulary, instructors need to be creative in their delivery method to ensure that their
students can absorb such complex materials and develop an initial conceptual
understanding of technical terms, as well as maintain interest in doing so (Rosenthal,
1995). Among many innovative delivery methods that are suitable for such tasks,
crosswords receive strong support from many educational researchers (e.g., Gaikwad &
Tankhiwale, 2012).
Since the invention of the first crossword puzzle by Arthur Wynne in 1913,
people have played crosswords while holding a belief that doing so increases their
intelligence even if it was not scientifically proven (Saxena, Nesbitt, Pahwa, & Mills,
2009). Therefore, crosswords might be perceived as a mere word game that exercises a
player’s brain and not as an effective learning support tool. Regardless, crosswords were
popular among educators and schoolteachers, and many began implementing the fad in
6

the classroom shortly after the game was introduced, hoping to benefit their students in
gaining and retaining knowledge provided in those courses (Van Vleet, 1925). The
widespread usage of crosswords in school curriculums led educators to investigate (a)
whether or not working on crossword puzzles could enhance learning or, more
specifically, retention of knowledge gained, especially in science; and (b) whether or not
teachers should consider implementing crossword puzzles in their curriculum (Pruitt,
1927). Consequently, various studies to validate the effectiveness of puzzles for learning
have been conducted. For example, Crossman and Crossman (1983) studied the effect of
crosswords on learning scientific vocabulary and associated facts in psychology, and they
reported statistically significant improvement in students’ test scores. In other studies,
Whisenand and Dunphy (2010) investigated a crossword’s effect on an information
system; Gaikwad and Tankhiwale (2012) in pharmacology; Coticone (2013) in
biochemistry; Yuriev, Capuano, and Short (2016) in chemistry; Mueller and Veinott
(2018) in psychology; and Gilani et al. (2020) in dental education. These studies are only
a few examples of a much larger number of cases that show the implementation of
crosswords in practical educational settings, which was reviewed by Mueller and Veinott
(2018). This suggests the potential benefits of crossword learning-aid tools that can help
students learn the scientific vocabulary necessary for them to advance their discussions
and understanding in various STEM fields.
Aside from the delivery method of technical terms, there is also the issue of how
technology might be integrated into word-game based learning. As we move into the 21st
century, access to online resources and remote learning are becoming more feasible
options. Yet, some schools still face a challenge in accessing good Wi-Fi (e.g., rural),
7

while other schools lack guidelines for integrating technology into the school curriculum
(Morgan, 2020). Concern over the accessibility issue grows even stronger, especially
after the strike of the COVID-19 pandemic, during which many schools must leverage
online or remote learning and adopt a variety of pedagogical strategies for the new
normal (Baber, 2020). All of these challenges highlight the need to develop methods and
tools that not only work across different educational settings and platforms but also can
achieve the goal of providing students with active and constructive learning opportunities
(Chi & Wylie, 2014). Crossword learning seems to fit many classrooms as they can be
easily generated in both printed and computerized formats.
Consequently, this dissertation examines the efficacy of crosswords for improving
memory retention of learned technical terms. Across seven experiments, I examine the
effectiveness of and practice of using crossword learning to teach scientific vocabulary.
In addition, in an effort to enhance the learning benefits of crosswords for learning, I also
investigate the effect of adding different elaboration strategies to crossword puzzles and
the resulting learning outcomes.

1.2 Potential benefits of crosswords in education
To solve a crossword puzzle, a person first reads a given hint (which can be the
word’s definition or its associated factual information), then counts up the number of
blank boxes, and then finds a word whose meaning and number of letters match. This
simple set of procedures requires several skills including spelling, reasoning, making
inferences, evaluating choices, and drawing conclusions (Whisenand & Dunphy, 2010).
When it comes to crosswords, oftentimes the person has already learned the word and its
meaning from somewhere else beforehand and thus uses crossword hints to search his or
8

her memory for the correct word. Also, the person knows not just the target word but a
bank of words with similar meanings for one particular puzzle, so that he or she must
select the most correct word based on the letters and number of blank boxes.
One might argue that a person can also learn vocabulary and utilize the associated
learning skills through other means besides crossword puzzles, such as textbooks and
lists of words. However, crossword puzzles have characteristics that provide greater
utility over other options. First, solving a crossword puzzle is regarded as an active
learning strategy that has been widely accepted to produce better knowledge
representations and retention than passive learning strategies in education (Bonwell &
Sutherland, 1996; Chi & Wylie, 2014; Rosenthal, 1995; Rowles, 2013; Rubin & Herbert,
1998). Active learning, as operationalized by Chi and Wylie (2014), refers to a mode of
engagement in a learning task in which “some form of overt motoric action or physical
manipulation is undertaken” (p. 221). In the case of crossword puzzles, the active
learning process involves the action of writing or typing correct words in the provided
spaces (Saran & Kumar, 2015; Weisskirch, 2006). Specifically, a person must initiate an
overt finger movement to write or type the missing letters in blank boxes. This
differentiates the learning task from one that involves simply reading and memorizing
each word’s spelling, which would be considered passive learning that has been shown to
be less productive (Chi & Wylie, 2014).
Second, the need to find words to fill in puzzle boxes adds some degree of
difficulty to the learning task as opposed to reading a book or a list. However, the added
challenge (at the appropriate level) is considered desirable difficulty, which has been
shown to result in more benefits than comparatively easier learning tasks (Bjork & Bjork,
9

2011). Note that, in the case of crossword puzzles, the notion of desirable difficulty only
applies if a person either has previously learned the missing words from somewhere else
or has access to outside resources (e.g., textbook and dictionary) to help learn new words.
Otherwise, the difficulty in trying to search for unfamiliar missing words might exceed
the desirable level, and amount to irrelevant cognitive load (Sweller, 1994). Third, people
often perceive crossword puzzles as a game, which is a type of activity for leisure rather
than an act of learning. Solving crossword puzzles is playful, yet challenging and fun
learning (Rambli, Matcha, & Sulaiman, 2013). Given its potential benefits for learning,
people may choose a crossword puzzle alternative as it is more fun and less intimidating
than studying from textbooks or lectures, so even if it is no more effective than studying
term-definition lists, it may have a greater benefit because students are willing to do it.

1.3 Lack of quantitative evidence in crossword studies
As already mentioned, there have been a several number of published studies that
report learning improvement as a result of solving crossword puzzles containing
vocabularies from STEM disciplines (Crossman & Crossman, 1983; Gaikwad &
Tankhiwale, 2012; Gilani et al., 2020; Mueller & Veinott, 2018; Whisenand & Dunphy,
2010; Yuriev et al., 2016). However, some studies validated the crossword effect but
found no learning improvement. For example, Coticone (2013) studied the effect of
crossword puzzles which were generated by students themselves on learning scientific
vocabularies in biochemistry. The study found no statistically significant difference in the
final test scores between the intervention and control groups. There have also been cases
where crossword improves learning inconsistently. In their study, Davis, Shepherd, and
Zwiefelhofer (2009) found that the student group that did a crossword for the exam
10

review performed better on the exam (compared to a group that used a word-list
alternative). The student group that simply reviewed the crossword did not improve
performance. These mixed results suggest that crossword puzzles do not guarantee
vocabulary acquisition. Perhaps there are multiple factors involved, and it might also
depend on how exactly the crossword is implemented.
To validate the credibility of those findings, it is important to look closely at the
design of experiments, as well as a means of evaluation. According to the review by
Mueller and Veinott (2018) covering more than 200 crossword studies, the majority of
those studies evaluated crossword effectiveness in facilitating learning only by assessing
participants’ perceived usefulness. The method of assessment involved using a
questionnaire to ask questions such as “How much do you think you learned?”, “How do
you think you did on the test?”, and “How fun was it?” Such assessment provides a
finding that portrays a person’s opinion toward the use of crosswords in aiding learning,
which does not necessarily reveal his or her actual learning gain. To measure the true
benefit of learning, the main focus should be on the collection and analysis of
quantitative data, with perceived usefulness as supplementary data (Mueller & Veinott,
2018).
Table 1 shows the portion of crossword studies that evaluated crossword
effectiveness by measuring quantitative learning gains, such as a direct comparison
between pretest and posttest scores. Among those studies, some of them did not conduct
controlled experiments (Crossman & Crossman, 1983; Yuriev et al., 2016). Failure to
include proper control conditions in an experiment makes it difficult to conclude that
crosswords add value beyond what students do normally. In fact, only a handful of
11

studies that involved randomized, controlled experiments, used statistical approaches to
assess the effectiveness of crosswords or found statistically significant results showing a
benefit (Gaikwad & Tankhiwale, 2012; Mueller & Veinott, 2018). This small number of
studies raises the question of the validity of crossword puzzles as a learning tool. Thus,
this dissertation will provide a series of randomized, controlled experiments to compare
what students do naturally for learning (baseline control) and whether adding a crossword
and elaboration improves learning. In addition, we use quantitative measures of learning
to examine the benefits of implementing them in classroom settings. While quantitative
evidence may be lacking, the majority of crossword studies have shown that crosswords
provide both pragmatic and educational value. However, it remains unclear what the best
methods for implementing crosswords in the classroom. Consequently, one of the goals
of this dissertation is to contribute to principles of best practices based on the results from
the experiments.

12
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1.4 Control conditions for assessing crossword
effectiveness
Crossword studies rarely use control conditions as mentioned above, and when
they do they tend to use one of two forms. One set of control conditions compares
learning using a crossword to learning the vocabulary using another strategy, such as a
key term list (Davis, Shepherd, & Zwiefelhofer, 2009) or self-learning module (Gaikwad
& Tankhiwale, 2012). This comparison assesses usefulness of crossword puzzles against
other alternatives. It helps answer the question of whether students will benefit from
allocating their study time for crosswords, given they can also learn the same materials
using other strategies. If the goal is to optimize study time, then this control strategy will
be important for assessment.
In this dissertation, however, our goal is to assess crossword effectiveness in a
more natural setting; namely, whether students will benefit if a crossword learning task is
added to their regular study routine. If so, it will show how much learning gain a person
may achieve simply by spending time on a crossword and can use a different type of
control condition. This assessment takes into account the idea that students are more
likely to choose crosswords over word lists or self-learning modules, regardless of their
actual benefits, because they are more game-like and less intimidating than the
alternatives (Rambli et al., 2013).
To answer questions about the relative effectiveness of learning interventions
such as crossword learning, two types of control conditions are typically used. Type A
compares the use of a crossword to a no-crossword condition (Kruawong &
14

Soontornwipast, 2021; Yuriev et al., 2016). This is usually the case when a crossword is
added as an additional learning activity to the regular study routine. Type B assesses the
addition of a crossword over the assigned learning strategy (Abuelo, Castillo, & May,
2016; Whisenand & Dunphy, 2010). This comparison controls for previous learning
experiences by presetting learning strategy to be the same for all students prior to the
crossword intervention. To assess crossword’s effectiveness in a naturalistic way (either
Type A or B), the preferred setup is therefore a within-subjects design. Doing so allows
each student to serve as their own control, and the difference between control and
intervention conditions can be directly attributed to the crossword.
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2 Learning Enhancement
This chapter discusses three key factors that have been shown to be beneficial to
overall learning outcomes in various learning contexts. The factors I will discuss include
constructive learning, collaborative learning, and elaboration. The chapter ends with
suggestions on a subset of elaboration strategies that can potentially be adapted to and
then included in crossword puzzles as additional learning tasks.

2.1 Operationalization of constructive learning
For its benefit to improve, a crossword puzzle may need to include constructivelearning elements. It should be noted here that the term constructive, in the broad
literature of education, has a wide range of definitions. For example, constructive
learning sometimes refers to a process through which the learner discovers knowledge
that is new to either the whole of mankind or simply just himself or herself (Bruner,
1961). In most publications in educational research, constructive learning refers to either
a constructivist perspective or a sociocultural perspective on learning theory (Cobb,
1994). From the constructivist perspective, the term is often taken to mean a learning
process in which a learner, upon being exposed to new and unfamiliar information, gains
knowledge through reconstruction of his or her existing knowledge (Piaget, 1977;
Schifter & Simon, 1992). On the other hand, the term from a sociocultural perspective
means a learning process in which the learner gains knowledge through interaction with
another individual(s), society, or physical environment (Bailey & Pransky, 2005;
Vygotsky, 1978).
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The main difference between the two perspectives is the emphasis being placed
on how the learning process occurs. While the constructivist perspective emphasizes that
constructive learning is a result of cognitive development that occurs within an
individual, the sociocultural perspective emphasizes external factors such as social
interaction and culture, that is, knowledge is gained through the use of symbol systems
such as language (Cobb, 1994; Windschitl, 2002). However, there are aspects that both
perspectives share. In either case, constructive learning refers to a process of
reconstruction of knowledge or, specifically, integration of new information into existing
knowledge, resulting in new knowledge (Amineh & Asl, 2015). Also, learners gain new
knowledge through active thinking as opposed to knowledge being fed by other
individuals such as parents, teachers, and colleagues (Richardson, 1997).
However, this dissertation deliberately avoids the theoretical and applicationbased debates about how constructivism is defined or should be implemented. Instead, I
will use the term constructive learning as operationalized and adopted by Chi and Wylie
(2014) in their framework on four modes of cognitive engagement. The four modes
include Interactive, Constructive, Active, and Passive (henceforth referred to as the ICAP
framework). Because the ICAP framework focuses on classification of specific actions
taken to process new knowledge, which corresponds with the dissertation’s key concept
of adding a learning task to the crossword puzzle. In this dissertation, constructive
learning (or generative learning) refers to a process through which the learner produces
an output including content that goes beyond what is provided in the original learning
materials (Chi & Wylie, 2014; Fiorella & Mayer, 2016). For example, if learner writes a
summary of learned knowledge from his or her own interpretation or draws a diagram
17

that is not initially included in a problem set, such a learning process is considered
constructive learning. Thus, although there is substantial overlap between the prescriptive
notion of constructivism to describe a theoretical approach to education practice and the
much more limited descriptive use of constructive within the ICAP framework, I will use
constructive primarily in the same sense as it appears within the ICAP framework.

2.2 ICAP Framework
According to the ICAP framework, different learning activities involve different
levels of student engagement that produce different levels of learning benefits (Chi &
Wylie, 2014). The framework operationalizes the term engagement as “overt behaviors
that students can undertake and teachers can see.” (Chi & Wylie, 2014, p. 220). That is,
depending on how student overtly interacts with learning materials, such interaction (e.g.,
hand movement during the note-taking process) results in a certain level of learning
outcome. The framework divides engagement into four different modes as follows.
-

Passive – In this mode of engagement, students do not show any overt behavior
related to the currently engaging learning activity while they are receiving
information from learning materials. Some examples of passive learning activities
include simply sitting still while listening to a lecture or watching a video. It is
important to note here that passive learning does not necessarily mean a lack of
student attention towards learning activity. In this mode, students can fully focus
on listening and processing the materials even though they do not show any sign
of doing so.

-

Active – This mode of engagement involves students’ overt motoric action while
receiving information as well as physical manipulation of learning materials.
18

Some examples of active learning activities include finger movement when
students point at texts as they read a book (Alibali & DiRusso, 1999), hand
movement when students underline or highlight a portion of texts on which they
are currently focused (Katayama, Shambaugh, & Doctor, 2005), and hand and
arm movements necessary in mixing two chemicals together (Yaron, Karabinos,
Lange, Greeno, & Leinhardt, 2010). The important point here is that overt motoric
behaviors must relate to currently engaging learning activity and cause focused
attention at the object of the behavior (Chi & Wylie, 2014).
-

Constructive – This mode of engagement focuses more on the learning output
than overt behavior involved in a learning activity. In this mode, students
“generate or produce additional externalized outputs or products beyond what was
provided in the learning materials” (Chi & Wylie, 2014, p. 222). For example,
summarize a text passage and rewrite it in one’s own words as opposed to
copying the passage as it is (which is categorized as active). Both activities
involve hand motoric movement in writing texts, but the outputs are different.
Since the focus in this categorization is placed on the generation of outputs whose
content goes beyond what is provided in the original learning materials,
constructive activities are sometimes referred to as generative learning (Fiorella &
Mayer, 2016).

-

Interactive – This mode of engagement basically covers constructive learning
activities that are conducted by multiple students. While interactive mode refers
to the interaction between students, the key points here are that each individual
student involved in a learning activity must first take actions that are considered
19

constructive, and their interaction itself must contribute to the addition of
knowledge to one another. For example, an interaction that occurs between two
students as they are blindly copying each other’s notebooks (which categorized as
active) does not fall into this mode (Chi & Wylie, 2014). Interactive often
involves constructive learning that is done in a group. For example, if the students
look at each other’s notebooks, summarize the content, and then rewrite it down
in their own words, such interaction is then considered interactive.
Different modes of engagement do not involve the same set of underlying
knowledge-change processes, and the level of learning benefits will also be different.
Specifically, the ICAP framework predicts that learning activities that fall under the
interactive mode of engagement will lead to the achievement of a higher level of learning
and, as a result, a deeper understanding of learned materials than activities that fall under
the constructive mode. Furthermore, constructive activities result in a greater level of
such benefits than active activities, which in turn are greater than passive activities (Chi
& Wylie, 2014). In short, Interactive > Constructive > Active > Passive in terms of level
of learning. In addition to evaluating crossword’s effectiveness to enhance memory
retention of learned technical terms, the other purpose of this dissertation is to explore the
potential of crosswords as a learning-aid tool that goes beyond learning vocabulary and
associated facts. One might argue that filling blank boxes with letters is an act of
constructive learning (because the letters are not originally provided and, therefore, must
be generated). However, it can also be thought of as an act of turning those letters that are
originally in the boxes visible, making it a simple active recall process. To ensure that a
crossword can provide a legitimate constructive learning experience and produce learning
20

outcome at a similar level, this learning-aid tool needs an additional task that falls under
the constructive category.

2.3 Constructive learning: Going beyond factual
knowledge
According to Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives (Bloom, 1956; Wilson,
2016), high-level scientific reasoning, including analysis, evaluation, and creation of
concepts, is regarded as a higher-level objective, whereas remembering and
understanding facts and concepts are regarded as a lower-level objective. Since the nature
of crossword puzzles involves recognizing the connection between words and their
definition or associated facts which are provided as hints, its learning benefit is limited
due to appropriate transfer, meaning that one can get better at recognizing worddefinition pairs and not anything else beyond (Koedinger, Corbett, & Perfetti, 2012;
Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Thus, it is expected that the benefit of crosswords on
learning gain will be limited to the lower-level objective (Whisenand & Dunphy, 2010).
That is not to say, however, that crossword does not contribute at all to achieving the
higher-level objective. In order to reach the higher level, one needs to first master the
lower level, and excelling in vocabulary provides a strong foundation of knowledge as
well as accelerates higher-level learning (Sweller, 1994). Therefore, it is necessary to
search for possible modifications to upgrade crossword puzzles so that they can help a
person achieve a higher-level objective.
Constructive or generative learning strategies involve generating something
beyond what is already provided in learning materials. They have been shown to not only
21

produce stronger memory traces of newly gained knowledge, but also develop a more indepth understanding which goes beyond the content of that new knowledge (Chi et al.,
1989; Chi & Wylie, 2014; Fiorella & Mayer, 2016; Levin, 1988). Elements of
constructive learning can be observed being implemented in various learning
environments both directly, such as an intelligent tutoring system (VanLehn, 2011), and
indirectly, such as learning-oriented conversation within a group of students during a
problem-based learning cycle (Yew & Schmidt, 2009). In the case of a crossword puzzle,
it may be possible to include constructive learning elements in a form of learning task
that asks learners for more information than just knowledge of the words and their
definition or associated facts. Some of the tasks that promote constructive or generative
learning and are suitable for crosswords include summarization, mapping knowledge, and
self-explanation (Fiorella & Mayer, 2016). Using summarization, a person may digest
information provided as word hints, selecting only their important parts, and writing them
out. The task of generating paraphrased hints can be counted as summarization. In
mapping knowledge, a person may use the connection between the learned word and its
hint to generate other related words or concepts. The task of generating synonyms,
antonyms, or other semantically related words can be counted as mapping (Carpenter,
2011). Self-explanation is similar to summarization, but the task also allows possible addon of information. Through the act of explaining the learned knowledge to oneself, a
person may think of some other related information that helps one remember and apply
the knowledge better (Fiorella & Mayer, 2016).
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2.4 Collaborative learning: Sharing benefits among
multiple learners
Another factor whose contribution to achieving higher-level knowledge is on par
with that of constructive learning is collaborative learning. It has become a norm that
schools and workplaces to promote collaborative learning in some way such as group
assignments and team projects (Wang, 2009). Collaborative learning occurs when
multiple learners work together as a group toward the same learning objectives (Bonwell
& Sutherland, 1996; Smith & MacGregor, 1992). Collaborative learning can provide
constructive learning benefits to all learners in a group, given that each of them shares his
or her own knowledge and ideas and coordinates with others to put that knowledge and
ideas into practice (Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1991). Similarly, the ICAP framework
states that only when learners constructively contribute their knowledge to the group will
interaction (a crucial process in collaborative learning) between them be beneficial.
Research in this area has resulted in the development and implementation of many
practical strategies which promote collaborative learning; some of those strategies are
small-group teaching (Sharan & Sharan, 1976), and jigsaw strategy (Aronson et al.,
1978), and Teams-Games-Tournament (DeVries & Slavin, 1978).
For example, Teams-Games-Tournament, as one strategy that enforces
collaborative learning, has been widely accepted and implemented in many practical
classroom settings (DeVries & Slavin, 1978; Slavin, 1980). In this strategy, students are
put together in a team of 4-5 members. They receive a lecture and then a worksheet
covering the same academic materials, and their task is to study the worksheet together
23

and help each other in mastering the materials. Days later, student’s knowledge of
learned materials is evaluated in a tournament format, in which each person representing
their team competes against other students from different teams. The tournament is
structured in such a way that students from each team with the same level of academic
performance compete against each other. The knowledge test is a quiz game covering
academic materials similar to the content in the lecture and worksheet.
The mechanics behind this strategy is that collaborative learning will have an
effect favoring constructive learning for each student in a team. During the learning phase
(team members studying a worksheet together), the learning task encourages students to
generate discussion in order to arrive at a common understanding of the worksheet
content. For that to happen, the exchange of knowledge must be done in a productive
way. Strong students who quickly learn the materials help other members in their
learning process. The evaluation phase is when the effect of collaborative learning
becomes apparent. At this point, students no longer receive help from their team, instead,
they contribute to the team by trying to score as many correct answers as possible. Thus,
the more knowledge students gain from their team, the more points they can earn for the
team. This strategy results in significantly higher academic performance in curriculumspecific tests and, in some cases, even in standardized tests (Slavin, 1980). Compared to
the benefits of constructive learning by individual effort, collaborative learning results in
even higher productivity and learning outcomes (Johnson & Johnson, 2009; Johnson et
al., 1991).
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2.5 Elaboration in human cognition
Among several learning strategies that promote constructive learning, this
dissertation focuses on elaboration because it seems to go along well with crosswords as
a follow-up task. The concept of elaboration and its effect on memory and learning have
been studied for more than half a century (Tulving & Madigan, 1970). Back then, the
term referred to deep-level information processing involving an effortful attempt to form
connections between new information to what a person already knows (Craik &
Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975; Fisher & Craik, 1980; Greene, 1987). Ever since
then, a large number of studies in the human memory literature have continued to explore
the elaboration process in the human brain, attempting to get a better understanding of its
underlying mechanisms and beneficial effects on memory as well as on learning.
What is known so far about encoding and information retrieval in the human
memory system is as follows. When people intend to remember some new information,
they take it in through their perceptual sense (e.g., eyes and ears), and the information
gets held temporarily inside their working memory or WM (Unsworth & Engle, 2007). It
is widely known that WM contains short-term storage of 3 - 5 chunks of information
(Cowan, 2001; 2008). When the total amount of to-be-remembered information exceeds
that capacity, chunks of information that are already inside WM must be processed first
to be transferred to long-term memory (LTM), otherwise, those chunks may be lost
(Cowan 2008; Unsworth & Engle, 2007). If information is successfully encoded and
stored inside LTM, then it will be there permanently, and one can say that the
information is learned. The issue here, though, is how to retrieve learned information
stored in LTM when it is needed. A critical factor that determines the success rate of
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retrieval lies within the encoding process. Specifically, information needs to be encoded
in such a way that leaves a strong enough memory trace for that particular information
(Marschark et al., 1987). One solution to this is to apply elaboration techniques for
encoding information as they leave an enriched memory trace and thus increase the odds
of successful retrieval of information stored in LTM (Bailey, Dunlosky, & Kane, 2011;
Galli, 2014; Marschark et al., 1987). The high degree of elaboration results in broader
understanding as well as more durable retention of learned information (Craik &
Lockhart, 1972).
It turns out that, even today, the essence of elaboration has not differed much
from the past, as the process was still described in one of the latest studies as “enriching
the memory representation of an item by activating many aspects of its meaning and by
linking it into the pre-existing network of semantic associations” (Bartsch & Oberauer,
2021, p. 1). What this means is that when a person elaborates on an item (incoming
information, to-be-learned knowledge, etc.), he or she explores it for features by mentally
activating many aspects of the item’s meaning. The person then forms connections
between each of those features to his or her existing memories. Based on this explanation,
elaboration seems to refer to any learning activity or technique that requires a person to
analyze new knowledge for pieces that are meaningful, thus memorable, or those that fall
within the scope of his or her prior knowledge.

2.6 Elaboration strategies: Add-ons to crossword task
Perhaps the fruitful result from on-going research on elaboration is not so much
an expansion of its definition but rather strategies implemented to exercise it. This notion
of integrating prior and new bodies of knowledge is highly associated with the concept of
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constructive learning (Glaser, 1991). Therefore, the aforementioned constructive learning
tasks: mapping knowledge, self-explanation, and high-level summarization, if done right,
can also be counted as elaboration strategies. Other studies have either devised and tested
new strategies or applied and re-evaluated old ones (Bartsch & Oberauer, 2021;
Richardson, 1998). As a result, there are now many elaboration strategies along with
evidence of their positive effect on memory performance; among those strategies include
verbal mediators (Wood & Bolt, 1968), imagery (Paivio & Yuille, 1969), keyword
mnemonic (Fritz et al., 2007), elaborative retrieval (Carpenter, 2011), and sentence
generation (Turley-Ames & Whitfield, 2003). As this dissertation focuses on improving
the effectiveness of crossword puzzles in learning technical terms by adding an
elaboration element to them, three elaboration strategies that seem to fit with crosswords
have been considered.

2.6.1 Strategy 1: Summarization
The first elaboration strategy chosen for this study is summarizing knowledge of
learned term-definition pair associates. Summarization, a widely known learning strategy,
is mostly used to digest a content of information and extract the important portion of it.
Since the process oftentimes results in generating the summarized text in one’s own
words, which is not part of the original content, it can be considered a legitimate
constructive learning strategy, given done properly (Fiorella & Mayer, 2016). However,
summarization might not be perceived as elaboration because it is not apparent that the
process requires integration with prior knowledge (Hidi & Anderson, 1986). However,
that is not necessarily the case. To provide a high-quality summary, it is crucial that
learners need to know enough about the original information. After effortful learning
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attempt(s), original information then becomes old knowledge (prior to summarization),
and learners must ensure a solid connection between summarized text (newly generated
knowledge) and original information (Hidi & Anderson, 1986). Additionally, generating
a high-quality summary requires deep processing of the original information to
understand, recognize, and recall the important portion (Stein & Kirby, 1992). These
reasons justify summarization being counted as an elaboration strategy. In this
dissertation, the strategy will be applied in reading and comprehending words and their
corresponding definitions (initially presented as crossword hints), after which a short
summary will be generated for each word-definition pair. A portion of the generated
summary can then be selected as a shorter cue for future recall. Each cue can also then be
treated as a new hint for its corresponding word.

2.6.2 Strategy 2: Association Generation
The second elaboration strategy chosen for this study is generating words
conceptually related to the target words. Other studies on learning and remembering
words or concepts have tested the effectiveness of this strategy (Carpenter, 2011;
Karpicke & Smith 2012; Lehman, Smith, & Karpicke, 2014). For example, Karpicke and
Smith (2012) conducted a two-learning-phase experiment. During phase 1, all
participants learned a list of word pairs, so that they supposedly shared the same base
knowledge of the words before being split into several experimental conditions. During
phase 2, participants within the elaboration condition restudied the same word pairs and
generated additional words that could be associated with original words in the pairs. It
was assumed that participants would encode both original words and newly generated
words within the process and that remembering any of them would assist in correctly
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recalling target words. The finding was that participants within the elaboration condition
significantly outperformed those in the control condition who only studied words during
the first phase.
This suggests that one can improve learning by simply doing an additional
elaborative learning task (i.e., generating related words) which supposedly consumes
little extra time. With this evidence showing such benefit, the strategy seems to have the
potential in improving crossword’s effectiveness in learning word-definition pairs as
well. For this dissertation, the strategy was slightly modified – generating three words or
concepts related to only the learned technical terms, but not necessarily related to their
corresponding definitions (provided as crossword hints).

2.6.3 Strategy 3: Sentence Generation
The third elaboration strategy chosen for this study is the generation of a sentence
or story from target words. Other studies on learning and remembering words or concepts
have tested the effectiveness of this strategy (Dunlosky & Kane, 2007; Hamilton, 1997;
McNamara & Scott, 2001; Turley-Ames & Whitfield, 2003). In one study, for example,
participants were given a task to remember words (Turley-Ames & Whitfield, 2003).
Some of the participants were prompted to generate a sentence or story which contains
to-be-remembered words. The finding was that participants who were prompted to utilize
this elaboration strategy performed better in the working-memory task than those who
received no such prompt.
While it has already been shown that this elaboration strategy has some benefits
in remembering words, it is important to note some major differences between those
studies and the ones in this dissertation. The other works studied the implementation and
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effectiveness of the strategy in maintaining target words in working memory (Dunlosky
& Kane, 2007; McNamara & Scott, 2001; Turley-Ames & Whitfield, 2003). However, in
this dissertation, the strategy would be used to increase the probability of successful
retrieval of target words from long-term memory after a several-day delay. Additionally,
in the previously mentioned study by Turley-Ames and Whitfield (2003), a generated
sentence or story would contain all target words. This might cause participants to not
remember exactly which words were target words or misremember filler words as target
words. To mitigate the occurrence of such a problem, the elaboration strategy used in this
dissertation would be to generate, for each of the learned words, a short sentence that
portrays a brief story or scenario; in other words, generating one sentence per word.
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3 Overview of Dissertation Experiments
In order to investigate the effectiveness of crossword puzzles on learning
technical terms in psychology, I have conducted seven experiments. Specifically,
throughout the series of seven experiments, my goal is to investigate the effect of a
crossword puzzle with an add-on elaboration on students’ ability to (a) retain memory of
learned terms for short period (1-3 days) as well as a moderately long period (5-7 days);
and (b) provide a more in-depth explanation for those terms.
In Experiments 1 and 2, I measured students’ learning outcomes from solving
crossword puzzles, both with and without an additional elaboration task of generating
new crossword hints for each technical term they learned throughout the process (Hidi &
Anderson, 1986). Using a within-subjects design, each student served as their own
control. I compared their performance from how they normally learn new terms (e.g.,
attending lectures and reading textbooks) to how they learned with the crossword puzzle
or a crossword puzzle with elaboration. I inserted a delay of at least 24 hours between the
learning phase and the knowledge evaluation phase, representing a situation in which
students study technical terms a day right before their exam.
In Experiment 3, I incorporated a control for time-on-task by providing the same
study time with and without elaboration tasks. I did so by adding a task of solving the
same crossword a second time and studying it to the word-game-only condition as well as
putting an equal time-limit on both conditions. For the elaboration condition, I further
assigned students with one of the two elaboration tasks: generating new crossword hints
(same as in experiments 1 and 2) or generating connections between new terms and other
terms students have already known (Carpenter, 2011). The purpose of this change was to
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test out the benefit of a new elaboration task on learning outcome as compared to that
without elaboration. For the three experiments previously mentioned, I added a
collaborative learning factor to the study. To have my experiments represent a practical
classroom environment, I therefore designed my experiments such that participants are
instructed to work together in solving the crossword puzzles.
For experiments 4, 5, and 6, I moved my experiment to an online environment
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This change resulted in a shift from collaborative
learning to individual learning because the crossword sheets were electronically
distributed to each participant individually. My objective stayed the same – to investigate
the crossword’s effect on abilities to (a) retain memory of learned terms for a moderately
long period of time and (b) to provide a more in-depth explanation for those terms. To
that end, I decided to keep the new elaboration task of generating term connections and
removed the hint-generation task. I also modified the delay period by extending it to five
days to explore the long-term benefit of learning terms with crosswords. Other
procedures stayed the same.
Experiments 4 and 5 shared the exact same materials and procedure, but they
were intentionally conducted at different times of the year to investigate two different
teaching contexts. Specifically, Experiment 4 was conducted at the end of the semester,
so the crossword served as a review tool, while Experiment 5 was conducted at the
beginning of the semester, so the crosswords served as an introduction of new
knowledge. Given that all other factors were exactly the same, comparing the results
from these two experiments should give me a difference (if any) in the efficacy of
crosswords as a review tool versus an introduction of new knowledge.
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Experiment 6 was the same as Experiments 4 and 5, except that I changed the
elaboration task from generating term connections to generating sentences from the
learned terms (Turley-Ames & Whitfield, 2003). The purpose of this change was to allow
students to practice putting the learned term into practical concepts based on their own
knowledge and experience. This also allowed me to evaluate the effect of the new
elaboration task when added to a crossword.
Experiment 7 compared the effectiveness of different elaboration tasks used in
this dissertation. It was conducted to fill in the gap in experimental designs, since none of
the previous six experiments directly compared different types of elaboration tasks.
Through this experiment, I could determine which of the three elaboration strategies
would be most compatible with crossword puzzles.
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4 Preliminary Experiments Adding Elaboration to
Crosswords (Experiments 1 and 2)
4.1 Introduction
The purpose of these first couple of experiments was to answer a simple question
of whether crossword puzzles have any effect at all on learning and retention of technical
terms. Therefore, in treatment conditions, participants would engage in solving a puzzle
on top of what they have normally done inside and outside of class to study the terms.
This was to establish if there is an effect at all in a naturalistic context, that is, whether
crosswords serve as an additional and not alternative learning option. Experiment 2
served as a replication of Experiment 1, with one change in stimuli being a different set
of technical terms.

4.2 Hypotheses
H1: Adding a crossword puzzle (both with and without add-on elaboration) will improve
memory performance compared to the baseline.
H2: Adding a structured elaboration task to a crossword puzzle will improve memory
performance compared to a crossword alone.

4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Participants
Experiment 1 consisted of 26 undergraduates and Experiment 2 consisted of 40
undergraduates recruited from Introduction to Psychology courses, including 15 males
(58%) and 11 females (42%) for Experiment 1 and 28 males (70%) and 12 females (30%)
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for Experiment 2. All participants are over 18 years old, and they received course credit
for their voluntary participation. All experiments received IRB approval. Each person
received a unique ID to complete the second part of the experiment.

4.3.2 Materials
Forty-two technical terms of similar difficulty were selected from three different
chapters of the course textbook (Myers & DeWall, 2017). For Experiment 1, the selected
chapters included nature and nurture, development through the lifespan, and sensation
and perception. For Experiment 2, the selected chapters included consciousness, learning,
and memory. Crossword puzzles for these scientific terms were generated using a
crossword puzzle maker from education.com. Each puzzle consisted of 14 scientific
terms from a single chapter (see APPENDIX A).

4.3.3 Experimental Design and Variables
The experimental design was a 1 x 3, within-subjects study to examine the effect
of training condition on learning. Training condition order and chapter were
counterbalanced using a within-subjects, Latin-squares design (see Table 2). The
independent variable consisted of three training conditions: Word-Game + Elaboration
(WGE), Word-Game-Only (WGO), and baseline without additional crossword training
(control). In WGE condition, participants were given 35 minutes to solve a crossword
puzzle and then elaborate by generating a new crossword hint for each term based on
their own knowledge of the term. For example, presented with the term withdrawal along
with a hint, “discomfort and distress that follow discontinuing an addictive drug or
behavior,” participants might generate a new hint for the term such as, “abnormalities
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that occur to your body when it needs an addictive substance.” Prompt for the elaboration
task in WGE condition was as follows.

Elaboration Task – Instructions
Please type the crossword terms that you just solved and a new clue/hint for each of those
terms.
Example
Term:

Withdrawal

Original Clue: Discomfort and distress that follow discontinuing an addictive drug or
behavior
Your Answer: Abnormalities that occur to your body when it needs an addictive
substance
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In the WGO condition, participants were given 25 minutes to solve a different
crossword puzzle. The baseline condition involved no additional training other than what
students did outside the experiment (e.g., attending class, reading textbook, etc.) and,
thus, a crossword puzzle that fell under this condition would not be presented to
participants. The dependent variable was recognition of memory for the learned terms,
which was measured using a 42-item multiple-choice test covering all three chapters.
This means that the test would measure participant’s knowledge on learned terms with
crossword puzzle interventions (i.e., book chapters that fell under WGO and WGE
conditions), as well as those without an intervention (i.e., chapters that fell under baseline
conditions).
The aforementioned design of knowledge test is practically the same as pretestposttest. In many cases, pretests evaluate participant’s knowledge before an intervention
while posttests evaluate knowledge after intervention (Abuelo et al., 2016; Gaikwad &
Tankhiwale, 2012; Gilani et al., 2020; Yuriev et al., 2016). If the actual time when those
tests take place is to be disregarded, however, then pretest-posttest is essentially an
evaluation of knowledge with and without intervention. As in Kruawong and
Soontornwipast’s (2021) study, their pretest was actually a final knowledge test covering
materials learned from the regular classroom only, while the posttest was a knowledge
test covering different materials from classroom learning with a crossword intervention.
The majority of experiments described in this dissertation used one single test that
covered learned technical terms both with and without crossword interventions, making
the test highly similar to pretest-posttest. Also, since the experiments utilized within-
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subjects design, all participants were measured against themselves, meaning they served
as their own control for knowledge with and without interventions.
Using this test design would also help prevent the testing effect which has been
found to have strong influence on posttests in pretest-posttest design (Johnson & Mayer,
2009; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). The testing effect causes a participant to perform
better on a retention test after a practice test (e.g., pretest) and each subsequent posttest. It
is possible to mitigate the effect by ensuring that test questions and covered materials are
not the same for pretests and posttests (Abuelo et al., 2016). Nevertheless, by giving
participants just one retention test that functions similarly to pretest-posttest, one can
completely remove the testing effect from design as well as further reduce possibility for
other confounds from doing multiple retention tests.

4.3.4 Procedure
Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted in the lab. Participants worked together in
groups using the course textbook and made responses via a computer. Each experiment
consisted of two phases: a 60-minute training phase covering both WGE and WGO
training conditions (as explained in the previous section) and a 60-minute evaluation
phase which was to be completed 24 hours later. During the training phase, participants
were put together into small groups of 2-3 people upon entering an experiment site. Each
group was provided a computer station, a copy of the course textbook, two different
crossword puzzles, and writing utensils. Participants were instructed to utilize the
textbook to help them find keywords based on the crossword hints. Each group was
randomly assigned to one of the six configurations for a training condition order and
completed all conditions in that order (see Table 2). For example, a group of three
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participants worked together to first solve a crossword puzzle consisting of technical
terms from chapter B (for WGO condition); they then solved a crossword puzzle
consisting of technical terms from chapter C and generated new crossword hints for each
of those terms (for WGE condition). Training phase ended when participants submitted
all of their responses including solved crossword puzzles and generated hints. During the
evaluation phase, each participant received an access to an online form including a 42item multiple-choice test. Participants could choose to complete the test at their preferred
time and place. Participants were instructed to work alone and not to use any resources
besides their own memory to help them complete the test.

4.4 Results
Figure 1A depicts the means and standard errors of participants’ performance in
the multiple-choice test in Experiment 1 while Figure 1B depicts those in Experiment 2.
To evaluate H1, a 1 x 3 ANOVA was conducted using R statistical computing program,
taking both training conditions (3 conditions) and crossword puzzles (3 different sets of
technical terms) into account. The test indicated a significantly large effect of training
condition on participant’s recognition performance (multiple-choice test results):
Experiment 1, F(2, 48) = 35.41, p < .001, and Experiment 2, F(2, 76) = 53.97, p < .001.
In addition, planned comparisons using one-tailed, paired t-tests were conducted using
pwr package in R. Aside from p-value denoting statistical significance, the following
reports effect size denoted by Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988). Cohen’s d indicates standardized
difference of mean between two groups, which basically informs how large (or small) an
effect is due to an intervention or change in treatment. As a general rule of thumb, d of
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0.2 can be interpreted as small effect size, 0.5 as medium effect size, and 0.8 as large
effect size (Cohen, 1988).
The paired t-tests showed statistically significant improvement between the WGO
and Control conditions in Experiment 1, t(25) = 5.22, p < .001, d = 1.01, as well as in
Experiment 2, t(39) = 3.98, p < .001, d = 0.88. Significant improvement between the
WGE and Control conditions could also be found in Experiment 1, t(25) = 8.12, p < .001,
d = 1.76, as well as in Experiment 2, t(39) = 7.50, p < .001, d = 1.72. Based on these
results, H1 was supported, suggesting that solving a crossword for technical terms (with
or without an add-on elaboration task) improved memory performance on the terms. To
evaluate H2, one-tailed, paired t-tests showed significantly greater performance when
comparing WGE condition to WGO condition in Experiment 1, t(25) = 3.04, p = .003,
d = 0.67, as well as in Experiment 2, t(39) = 3.37, p < .001, d = 0.73. Based on these
results, H2 was supported, suggesting that adding a structured elaboration task to a
crossword puzzle improved resulting memory performance even further compared to a
crossword without an elaboration task.
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Figure 1A. Experiment 1 mean scores (out of 14 points) and standard error by training
condition after 24 hours. The three conditions are Control, Word-Game-Only (WGO),
and Word-Game + Elaboration (WGE).

Figure 1B. Experiment 2 mean scores (out of 14 points) and standard error by training
condition after 24 hours. The three conditions are Control, Word-Game-Only (WGO),
and Word-Game + Elaboration (WGE).
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4.5 Discussion
These experiments showed that having students spend approximately half an hour
solving crossword puzzles for technical terms in addition to studying for the terms by
attending class, reading textbooks, and working on assignments greatly improved their
memory retention of gained knowledge on the terms. Also, by simply adding an extra
elaboration task to crossword puzzles, which took only 10 more minutes of student’s
time, the retention was further improved. These improvements can be attributed to two
factors: elaboration and time-on-task. The elaboration task used in these experiments
(i.e., generation of new hints based on knowledge on learned terms) shares the same
nature as summarization, in which an individual selects and integrates incoming
information to existing knowledge, producing a different version of the information
(Fiorella & Mayer, 2015). Therefore, elaboration can be considered a form of
constructive learning which results in stronger memory retention of learned terms (Chi &
Wylie, 2014). However, it is important to note that a low level of summarization, such as
simply applying synonyms to generate new hints, does not necessarily produce new
information. While such work of elaboration improves memory retention of gained
knowledge, it might not lead to a better understanding of that knowledge.
Regarding time-on-task, the more time spent on performing a learning task, the
better the learning outcome is (Wagner, Schober, & Spiel, 2008). In a more practical
circumstance, however, students may have a limited amount of time in a day they can
spend studying (Romero & Barbera, 2011). In pursuing improved learning outcomes,
adding more learning tasks, thus resulting in more study time, might not be a practical
solution. In order to prove the elaboration task’s benefits, it must be compared with non42

elaboration conditions for the same amount of time spent. This issue led to new
experiments that control for time-on-task for both WGO and WGE conditions.
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5 Evaluation of Elaborative Summarization Strategy in
the Crossword (Experiment 3)
5.1 Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to take potential issues found in the previous
experiments into account: unequal time on tasks across the two crossword conditions and
simple paraphrasing for elaboration. In solving the time-on-task issue, I extended the task
time in the WGO condition to be equal to that in WGE condition. Looking at
participants’ responses from Experiments 1 and 2, there seemed to be a considerable
portion of generated hints that came from simple paraphrasing – a mere change of
wording in the original hints by using synonyms. In order to unpack the relationship
between the quality of the generated hints and participant learning gain, the hints were
coded and analyzed degree of elaboration. Additionally, foreseeing that such elaboration
might not be powerful enough, an alternative elaboration task – generating connections
with conceptually related words, that relies more on a student’s semantic knowledge was
added. The experiment did not remove the hint-generation task from the design; instead,
both tasks were included in the same WGE condition and counterbalanced. Hypotheses
for Experiment 3 were the same as those for Experiments 1 and 2. The methods and
procedure were the same as Experiments 1 and 2, but with the following changes: I
reduced the number of technical terms (stimuli) presented to participants, used a
combination of chapters from Experiments 1 and 2, controlled for time on task, and
added the aforementioned alternative elaboration task.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Participants
Experiment 3 consisted of 24 undergraduates recruited from the Introduction to
Psychology course. All participants were over 18 years old and received course credit for
their voluntary participation.

5.2.2 Materials
Thirty technical terms were selected from the following three chapters: sensation
and perception, learning, and memory. Each of three crossword puzzles consisted of 10
scientific terms from a single chapter. The coding scheme for hints participants generated
consisted of three aspects: correctness, word count, and quality. Correctness was
determined by whether or not the generated hint corresponded to its original definition
(scored as 0 or 1). Word count evaluates length of generated hint (scored as number of
words included in the hint). Finally, quality of the hint was adapted from Veinott and
Whitaker’s (2019) hint coding scheme and scored from 0 (no information) – 3 (adding
new information).
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Coding scheme for elaborated-hint data – Adapted from Veinott and Whitaker
(2019)
Sample Term:

Weber (from Weber’s law)

Original Hint:

_____'s Law states that two stimuli must differ by a constant
percentage to be perceived as different

Scoring
0 Point

Code with definition and examples
No information: No hint or a hint with semantically unrelated
information.
Examples: "What do spiders make?" (P03 & P04).

1 Point

Verbatim: Hint contains the whole or a portion of original
information, with minimum change in wording.
Examples: "Percent difference" (P28 & P29).

2 Points

Restatement: Hint restates information, demonstrating some
understanding of concepts.
Examples: "Two things must be a different percentage to be
different" (P20 & P21).

3 Points

Elaboration: Hint demonstrates a deeper understanding of the
concept with possible add-on information from the original.
Examples: "Idea that stimuli can be perceived as different if they
vary by some minimum percentage" (P26 & P27).

5.2.3 Experimental Design and Variables
The overall experimental design was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2. The
within-subjects ANOVA design examined 3 training conditions: Word-Game +
Elaboration (WGE), Word-Game-Only (WGO), and baseline (control). In the WGE
condition, participants first solved a crossword puzzle and then did an elaboration task. In
the WGO condition, participants only solved a puzzle. The baseline condition involved
no additional training than what students did outside the experiment. Training condition
order and chapter were counterbalanced using a within-subjects, Latin-squares design.
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For the dependent variables, memory retention of learned terms was measured using a
30-item multiple-choice test.

5.2.4 Procedure
Overall procedure was the same as that in Experiments 1 and 2. Participants
worked together in a small group of 2-3 people to complete learning tasks for both WGO
and WGE conditions within a 60-minute time period. After a delay of 24 hours, each
participant individually completed an online evaluation test on the learned technical
terms within a 60-minute time period. Regarding the elaboration task in the WGE
condition, participants would, at random, do one of the two tasks: participants generated
either (a) new crossword hints for the solved terms (the same task as that in Experiments
1 and 2) or (b) three words or phrases that are conceptually related to the solved terms.
For example, presented with the term implicit, participants might generate “retrieved
unconsciously, without thinking, learned skills” (P35 & P36). Participants were given 30
minutes to first solve the puzzle and then complete the randomly assigned elaboration
task. In the WGO condition, after participants solved a crossword puzzle, they were
provided another copy of the same puzzle for them to solve again. Participants were
given 30 minutes to complete the task. If they finished before 30 minutes, they were
instructed to spend the remaining time studying the solved puzzle.

5.3 Results
Figure 2 depicts the means and standard errors of participants’ performance in the
multiple-choice test. To evaluate H1, a 1 x 3 ANOVA was conducted using R, taking
both training conditions (3 conditions) and crossword puzzles (3 different sets of
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technical terms) into account. The test indicated a significantly large effect of training
condition on participant’s recognition performance, F(2, 44) = 31.89, p < .001. In
addition, planned comparisons using one-tailed, paired t-tests were conducted using pwr
package in R. The tests showed statistically significant improvements between the WGO
and Control conditions, t(23) = 6.63, p < .001, d = 1.50, as well as between the WGE and
Control conditions, t(23) = 5.31, p < .001, d = 1.09. Based on these results, H1 was
supported, suggesting that solving a crossword for technical terms (with or without an
add-on elaboration task) improved memory performance on the terms. To evaluate H2,
one-tailed, paired t-tests showed non-significant difference between performance in WGE
and WGO conditions, t(23) = 1.49, p = .075, d = 0.24. Based on these results, H2 was not
supported, suggesting that adding a structured elaboration task to a crossword failed to
improve the resulting memory performance even further compared to a crossword
without an elaboration task.

Figure 2. Experiment 3 mean scores (out of 10 points) and standard error by training
condition after 24 hours. The three conditions are Control, Word-Game-Only (WGO),
and Word-Game + Elaboration (WGE).
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Additionally, I coded and analyzed elaborated hints which were generated by
participants during the training phase. This coding applies to the hint generation task only
(the same task as that in Experiments 1 and 2). Thus, only a portion of participants who
did this particular task were included in this analysis (N = 17). Out of 90 generated
responses, ten of them were selected as samples for testing inter-rater reliability (IRR).
Two raters (one being the author) independently coded the selected responses based on
the same coding scheme previously described under the Materials section. Correctness
and quality of the generated responses (the latter is also referred to as AddInfo) are
categorical variables. Thus, I chose Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960; McHugh, 2012) as a
measure for IRR because its calculation considers and then removes proportion of
agreement in responses that is expected to occur by chance. Based on the coding scheme,
the quality aspect or AddInfo has four dimensions which are ordinal (0 < 1 < 2 < 3), thus I
calculated for weighted Cohen's kappa. Weighted Cohen's kappa takes into account the
degree of disagreement between raters (Cohen, 1968). This is preferred over unweighted
(classical) Cohen's kappa when ratings have more than two dimensions (e.g., 0 - 3 as
opposed to 0 - 1 or agree/disagree) and when they are ordinal. Larger disagreement has
more weight, that is, disagreement in ratings of 1 and 3 has more weight than
disagreement of 2 and 3. In weighted Cohen's kappa, weight differences are included in
calculations of proportion of observed agreement and proportion of expected chance
agreement; both are key variables in a formula for calculating Cohen's kappa coefficient.
As a result, weighted Cohen's kappa does not penalize the difference in ratings between 2
and 3 as hard as that between 0 and 1.For this experiment, weighted Cohen's kappa
coefficients were measured to be 1.00 for correctness and 0.90 for AddInfo. For the
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collected data to be meaningful to research, it is important that the coefficient for IRR is
greater than 0.8 (almost perfect agreement) for all dimensions (McHugh, 2012).
Once the reliability of the two raters was confirmed, participant’s scores from
three criteria: correctness, AddInfo, and word count, along with their corresponding test
scores were analyzed using a logistic regression model. It appeared that 12 responses
were left completely blanked by participants. After removing the blanked responses, I
then applied ANOVA on the models. The analysis revealed that none of the three factors
is considered statistically significant (Figure 3). This suggested that correctness, quality,
and length of elaborated information on learned terms were not capable of predicting
participant’s test score. Additionally, Figures 4A and 4B depict scatter plots of
participant’s test score versus number of elaborated responses and AddInfo respectively.
From these plots it can be inferred that a participant can achieve either high- or low-test
score regardless of whether he or she generates all responses or leave some of them
blank. Similarly, participants can achieve any score regardless of quality of their
elaboration. These results support the findings above, explaining why participant’s test
performance after elaboration training (as in the WGE condition) was not better than the
performance after solving the same crossword puzzle twice (as in the WGO condition).

Figure 3. Logistic regression analysis conducted in R on elaborated hints generated
during training phase of Experiment 3. PID indicates individual difference among
participants.
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Figure 4A. Plot shows participant’s test score based on how many elaborated responses
they generated (as opposed to leaving blank).

Figure 4B. Plot shows participant’s test score based on quality of elaboration (AddInfo)
in their generated responses.
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5.4 Discussion
In this experiment, time on task was controlled, participants were instructed to
solve the same puzzle twice. This was done mainly to make up for the difference in time
spent within each crossword condition. Experiment 4 showed no difference between the
WGO and WGE conditions. This suggests that the extension of time on task by adding
another round of puzzle-solving could also have improved memory for the WGO through
repetition on learning (Bromage & Mayer, 1986). Even though the repetition ended up
adding some value to learning outcome, its effect was not expected to match that of
elaboration. Yet, these results suggested that adding an elaboration task to a crossword
puzzle produced nearly the same learning gain, as simply repeating the puzzle one more
time.
While it is good to learn that a repetition effect is powerful enough that it rivals an
add-on elaboration task to a crossword puzzle, it is also disappointing that a technically
more complex elaboration task could not provide better learning outcome than just doing
the same crossword again. Perhaps the problem lay within the elaboration task itself. Due
to the mix-task design used in this experiment, it was not certain which task: hint
generation or word-connection generation, that produced insufficient learning outcome.
However, the literature suggests that the latter task (i.e., word-connection generation)
risks causing cue overload, in which additionally generated words or concepts, along with
target word, can all become cues and create even more cues for themselves (Unsworth &
Engle, 2007). Cue overload is known to diminish the encoding performance of target
words, resulting in insufficient learning outcome (Lehman et al., 2014). In order to find
out whether the word-connection generation, as an add-on task to a crossword puzzle,
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was the true culprit that led to the aforementioned results, it was necessary to redesign the
experiment so that the task could be directly compared to crossword alone. This led to
new experiments whose WGE condition included only one type of elaboration task, that
is, the word-connection generation (which will also be referred to as association
generation).
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6 Evaluation of Association-Generation Strategy in the
Crossword (Experiments 4 and 5)
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of these two experiments was to directly investigate the efficacy of
association generation – generation of conceptually related words to each of the learned
technical terms, as an add-on elaboration task to the crossword puzzle. To do so, the
WGE condition would include association generation as a sole type of elaboration task
(the hint-generation task was completely removed from the design). Experiment 5 served
as a replication of Experiment 4, with one difference being the time of the year the two
experiments occurred. Experiment 4 was conducted near the end of a semester, so the
crossword served as a review tool for technical terms which participants already learned
in the classroom. On the other hand, Experiment 5 was conducted early in the semester,
so participants had little exposure to the technical terms in the classroom. In this case, the
crossword served as an introduction tool for the terms.
Hypotheses for these two experiments were the same as those for the previous
three experiments. The design of Experiments 4 and 5 was similar to Experiment 3, with
a few notable changes on the mode and the delay. As it turned out, these experiments
were conducted during an academic year in which COVID-19 pandemic the took place.
Conducting an experiment in-person in a physical lab room was not an option. As a
result, the experimental was conducted online, and changed from group to individual
participation. In order to investigate the effect of crosswords on memory, the length of
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retention the delay between training and evaluation phases was extended from 24 hours
to at least 5 days.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Participants
Experiment 4 consisted of 14 undergraduates and Experiment 5 consisted of 30
undergraduates recruited from the Introduction to Psychology course. All participants
were over 18 years old and received course credit for their voluntary participation.
Participants were recruited at different time periods from different semesters.
Specifically, Experiment 4 was conducted at the end of semester, while Experiment 5
was conducted at the beginning of the semester. The experiments received IRB approval.

6.2.2 Materials
These experimented used the same materials as Experiment 3, implemented in an
online environment. Thirty technical terms were selected from the following three
chapters: sensation and perception, learning, and memory. Each of three crossword
puzzles consisted of 10 scientific terms from a single chapter. Online questionnaires were
developed using Qualtrics.
To evaluate the quality of participants’ elaboration during training phase, a
slightly modified coding scheme was used. The coding scheme for connections between
technical terms being used as stimuli and other terms participants knew, which were
generated as part of elaboration task, consists of three criteria: correctness, added
information, and word count. Correctness evaluates whether or not a connection between
two words makes logical sense based on each word’s original definition or provided hint
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(scored as 0 or 1). Added information evaluates whether or not a connection between two
words comes directly from each word’s original definition or provided hint (scored as 0
or 1). Word count evaluates number of items being generated (scored as 0.5 per related
word and 0.5 per description of connection).

Elaboration Task – Instructions
Please type in at least 3 words/phrases that are conceptually related to crossword terms
that you just solved and provide explanation for those relations.
Example
Term:

Habituation

Original Clue:

A decrease in responding with repeated stimulation

Your Response:

Attention - Its processing includes habituation
Diminish over time - Characteristics of habituation
White noise - stimulus that can cause habituation

In addition to the 30-item multiple-choice test (the same as those in Experiment
3), a new 6-item short-answer test was included. The short-answer test consisted of freeresponse type questions, and it was designed to measure participant’s ability to provide a
more in-depth understanding of the learned technical terms. Two out of ten terms from
each of three chapter were chosen for a total of six questions. Below is a sample shortanswer question:
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Test Question – Instructions
- What is the difference threshold (in the context of Sensation & Perception)?
- Describe its connections with another two key terms/concepts.
- Provide an example of how it might affect your perception or discrimination of
something when you are driving a car.

6.2.3 Experimental Design and Variables
Experiments 4 and 5 changed from an in-person to an online experiment, from
being run with groups to individuals, extended the delay between the training and
evaluation phases, and added a new short-answer test as a dependent variable (see
Materials section). The overall experimental design was the same as that in the previous
experiments. The within-subjects design examined three training conditions: Word-Game
+ Elaboration (WGE), Word-Game-Only (WGO), and baseline (control). In the WGE
condition, participants first solved a crossword puzzle and then did an elaboration task. In
the WGO condition, participants only solved a puzzle. The baseline condition involved
no additional training. Training condition order and chapter were counterbalanced using a
within-subjects, Latin-squares design. For the dependent variables, multiple-choice test
measured memory retention, and short-answer test measured high-level understanding of
learned terms.

6.2.4 Procedure
The overall procedure was the same as in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. After a
participant signed up to take part in the experiment and signed an online written consent
form, the participant received two links to the online questionnaire forms (one for WGE
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and one for WGO) to be completed individually. In WGE condition, participants first
solved a crossword puzzle and then did an elaboration task. The elaboration task was to
generate three words or phrases that were conceptually related to the solved crossword
terms, with an additional prompt that asked participants to also provide written
explanation on how they are related. Participants were given 30 minutes to first solve the
puzzle and then complete the elaboration task. In WGO condition, participants had 30
minutes to solve a puzzle twice and study it (the same as Experiment 3).
The evaluation phase was set to begin five days after participants completed their
individual training, during which they received a link to another online questionnaire
form. Participants were instructed to access the link and complete the form as soon as
possible. The average actual delay between phases was 7.3 days with a range of 4 - 19
days. The questionnaire form started with six short-answer test questions, each asking
participants to provide (a) definition of the presented term, (b) two other words or phrases
that are conceptually related to the term along with justification, and (c) applicationbased knowledge of the term. Following the short-answer test questions, 30 multiplechoice test questions were included in the same form. The multiple-choice test was
presented after the short-answer test to prevent participants from being influenced by
potential gain of information from test questions. Participants were given 60 minutes to
complete all 36 test questions.

6.3 Results
For Experiment 4, Figure 5A depicts means and standard errors of participants’
performance in the multiple-choice test while Figure 5B depicts those in the short-answer
test. During training phase, participants in WGO condition successfully filled, on
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average, 9.5 out of 10 words in a crossword puzzle, with a range of 5 - 10 words. The
same participants in WGE condition successfully filled, on average, 8.2 out of 10 words
in a crossword puzzle, with a range between 0 - 10 words. To evaluate H1 for multiplechoice test, a 1 x 3 ANOVA was conducted using R, taking both training conditions (3
conditions) and crossword puzzles (3 different sets of technical terms) into account. The
test indicated a marginal effect of training condition on participant’s recognition
performance, F(2, 24) = 3.32, p = .053. In addition, planned comparisons using onetailed, paired t-tests were conducted using pwr package in R. The tests indicated a
statistically significant improvement only between the WGO and Control conditions,
t(13) = 2.32, p = .019, d = 0.69. There was no difference between the WGE and Control
conditions, t(13) = 1.00, p = .168, d = 0.30. Based on these results, H1 was not supported
due to that solving a crossword for technical terms with add-on elaboration task failed to
improve memory performance on the terms. To evaluate H2, one-tailed, paired t-tests
showed non-significant difference between performance in the WGE and WGO
conditions, t(13) = 1.30, p = .109, d = 0.36. Based on these results, H2 was also not
supported, suggesting that adding a structured elaboration task to a crossword failed to
improve resulting memory performance even further compared to crossword without an
elaboration task.
To evaluate H1 for the short-answer test, a 1 x 3 ANOVA indicated a significant
effect of training condition on participant’s in-depth understanding of learned technical
terms, F(2, 24) = 4.49, p = .022. Planned one-tailed, paired t-tests showed, once again, a
significant improvement only between WGO and Control, t(13) = 2.90, p = .006,
d = 0.55. The other comparison was not significant: WGE and Control, t(13) = 1.38,
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p = .095, d = 0.37. To evaluate H2, one-tailed, paired t-tests showed non-significant
difference between performance in the WGE and WGO conditions, t(13) = 0.82,
p = .214, d = 0.18. Based on these results, both H1 and H2, again, were not supported,
suggesting that solving a crossword, with or without an add-on elaboration task, failed to
improve elaborative thinking on the terms.
For Experiment 5, Figures 5C and 5D depict participants’ performance in the
multiple-choice test and short-answer test, respectively. During training phase,
participants in WGO condition successfully filled, on average, 9.6 out of 10 words in a
crossword puzzle, within the range between 5 - 10 words. The same participants in WGE
condition successfully filled, on average, 7.5 out of 10 words in a crossword puzzle,
within the range between 0 - 10 words. To evaluate H1 for multiple-choice test, a 1 x 3
ANOVA indicated a significantly large effect of training condition on participant’s
recognition performance, F(2, 56) = 18.47, p < .001. Planned comparisons to evaluate H1
using a one-tailed, paired t-tests showed a statistically significant improvement and a
large effect size between the WGO and Control conditions, t(29) = 5.88, p < .001,
d = 1.22, as well as between the WGE and Control conditions, t(29) = 4.55, p < .001,
d = 1.08. Based on these results, H1 was supported, suggesting that solving a crossword
for technical terms (with or without an add-on elaboration task) improved recognition
performance on the terms. To evaluate H2, one-tailed, paired t-tests showed nonsignificant difference between performance in the WGE and WGO conditions,
t(29) = 1.05, p = .150, d = 0.27. Based on these results, H2 was not supported, suggesting
that adding a structured elaboration task to a crossword failed to improve the resulting
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recognition performance even further compared to a crossword without an elaboration
task.
As for the short-answer test, a 1 x 3 ANOVA showed no significant difference
across training conditions on participant’s in-depth understanding of learned technical
terms, F(2, 56) = 1.78, p = .178. However, planned one-tailed, paired t-tests showed a
significant improvement only between WGO and Control, t(29) = 1.83, p = .039,
d = 0.27. The other comparisons were not significant: WGE and Control, t(29) = 1.67,
p = .053, d = 0.27; WGE and WGO, t(29) = 0.04, p = .485, d = 0.01. Based on these
results, both H1 and H2 were not supported, suggesting that solving a crossword, with or
without add-on elaboration task, failed to improve elaborative thinking on the terms.

Figure 5. Experiments 4 and 5 mean scores (out of 10 points) and standard error by
training condition for multiple-choice (left panels) and short-answer (right panels) after
five days. The three conditions are Control, Word-Game-Only (WGO), and
Word-Game + Elaboration (WGE).
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Additionally, I coded and analyzed connections between technical terms
generated by participants as part of the elaboration task (in WGE condition) during the
training phase. Due to the fact that experiments were conducted online, it was difficult to
monitor participants’ progress in the task. Thus, only a portion of participants who
properly did the task were included in this analysis (N = 27). Out of 270 generated
responses, thirty of them were selected as samples for testing IRR. Two raters (one being
the author) independently coded the selected responses based on the same coding scheme
previously described under the Materials section. Correctness and added information of
the generated responses (the latter is also referred to as AddInfo) are categorical variables.
Thus, Cohen’s kappa was again chosen as a measure for IRR. For these experiments,
weighted Cohen's kappa coefficients were 1.00 (almost perfect agreement) for
correctness and 0.59 (moderate) for AddInfo. In order to adjust their coding standard to
become more agreeable, the two raters discussed with each other regarding coding
schemes and scores they each gave. Afterwards, raters independently revisited the same
set of selected responses and reevaluated them as they deemed necessary. Cohen’s kappa
analysis was run again, and finally k ≥ 0.8 for both dimensions were achieved: 1.00 for
correctness and 0.84 (substantial) for AddInfo.
First, I fit participant’s scores from three criteria: correctness, AddInfo, and word
count, along with their corresponding test scores in a logistic regression model. It
appeared that 18 responses were left completely blanked by participants from Experiment
4 and 51 responses were left blanked by participants from Experiment 5. After removing
the blanked responses, I then applied ANOVA on the models. The analysis revealed that
none of the three factors is considered statistically significant (Figure 6). This suggested
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that connections between technical terms generated by participants did not correlate with
their test scores in any ways. Additionally, Figures 7A and 7B depict scatter plots of
participant’s test score versus number of elaborated responses and AddInfo respectively.
From these plots it can be inferred that a participant can achieve either high- or low-test
score regardless of whether he or she generates all responses or leave some of them
blank. Similarly, participants can achieve any score regardless of whether or not new
information was added to the generated connections. These results support the findings
above, explaining why participant’s test performance after elaboration training (as in the
WGE condition) was not better than the performance after solving the same crossword
puzzle twice (as in the WGO condition).

Figure 6. Logistic regression analysis conducted in R on elaborated hints generated
during the training phase of Experiments 4 & 5. PID indicates individual differences
among participants.
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Figure 7A. Plot shows participant’s test score based on how many elaborated responses
they generated (as opposed to leaving blank).

Figure 7B. Plot shows participant’s test score based on added information (AddInfo) in
their generated responses.
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6.4 Discussion
Throughout these two experiments, I tested the efficacy of association generation.
The add-on elaboration task involves (a) generating several technical words that are
conceptually related to the target technical word learned during the experiments and (b)
explaining their relations. While in Experiment 4, I showed the elaboration effect on
crosswords which served as a review tool for already known words, in Experiment 5 the
crossword served as an introduction tool for unfamiliar words. Within these experiments,
the elaboration effect was tested both at the recognition level and at the more in-depth
understanding level. Regardless of several differences in context, all four cases shared
similar trends of results. That is, for all of the cases, spending approximately half an hour
solving a crossword puzzle for technical terms and reviewing it one more time provides
knowledge gain that is retained over five days; adding the elaboration task to a crossword
puzzle, however, is as effective as solving the same puzzle again and does not provide
further benefits to the knowledge gain. In Experiment 5, where student’s prior knowledge
of technical terms is comparatively less, the gain from add-on elaboration becomes
apparent. When students are already familiar with technical terms, there seems to be no
difference in knowledge gains from crosswords (both with and without the add-on
elaboration) between recognition and high-level understanding. However, when students
are unfamiliar with the technical terms, the crossword puzzle improves recognition more
than understanding level.
Based on all the findings mentioned above, an add-on elaboration task fails to
provide greater benefit than simply repeating a crossword twice. This is also the case in
Experiment 3, in which a different elaboration strategy is compared against the repetition
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of crossword. Looking at the three experiments as a whole, however, there were many
changes in transition from Experiment 3 to Experiments 4 and 5 including change in
elaboration strategy, change in delay between training and evaluation phases, change
from in-person to online participation, and change from teamwork to individual effort.
Originally, Experiments 4 and 5 were conducted to test the effect of the association
generation strategy for a more practical situation. Therefore, changes from Experiment 3
should have only been on elaboration strategy, delay period, and addition of short-answer
test questions. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, however, the whole experiment must be
moved to an online environment. Corresponding to this shift, participation was also
changed from group level to individual level because it was no longer feasible to monitor
participant’s behavior remotely. Moreover, most of the changes stated here are known to
reduce learning gain. Change from group to individual participation removed the
collaborative-learning factor, which negatively affects constructive learning (Johnson &
Johnson, 2009; Johnson et al., 1991). It is also possible that changing from an in-person
to an online environment may have negatively affected participants’ level of engagement
with the experiment (Baber, 2020; Morgan, 2020). Extension of delay between learning
and evaluation from 24 hours to five days can lead to poorer overall performance
(Mueller & Veinott, 2018). Nevertheless, based on the results from the three experiments,
these changes did not seem to impact the trend between the two crossword conditions and
the baseline, suggesting consistent validities of repetition of crossword and the not-sopromising add-on elaboration.
That association generation did not lead to the acquisition of higher-level
scientific thinking can be explained by the Knowledge-Learning-Instruction (KLI)
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Framework (Koedinger et al., 2012). From the framework’s perspective of appropriate
transfer of knowledge, if the ultimate goal is to achieve higher-level scientific thinking,
the learning event (e.g., use of a learning-aid tool) needs to provide knowledge
component that can take on variation of values. In the case of crossword puzzle, it can
only enforce learning of paired associates, which is considered constant, as opposed to
variable (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Hence, crossword puzzles need an add-on
elaboration task that provides a variable knowledge component. However, since
association generation also involves generation of paired associates, coupling it with
crossword does not make any difference, and the end product is still constant knowledge
component (Koedinger et al., 2012).
In the end, both elaboration strategies: summarization (Experiment 3) and
association generation (Experiments 4 and 5) failed my expectation in producing better
learning outcome than crossword alone. My next step then was to explore another
elaboration strategy that has potential of providing variable knowledge component. This
led to new experiments whose WGE condition utilize a different elaboration task, that is,
the sentence generation.
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7 Evaluation of Sentence-Generation Strategy in
Crossword (Experiment 6)
7.1 Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the efficacy of sentence
generation as a new elaboration technique. This technique involves using knowledge of
learned technical terms to generate a sentence portraying a scenario. The WGE condition
included sentence generation as an add-on elaboration task to the crossword puzzle.
Hypotheses for this experiment were the same as those for Experiments 1 and 2. The
overall methods and procedure were identical to those in Experiments 4 and 5, with a sole
difference being the elaboration task.

7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Participants
Experiment 6 consisted of 50 undergraduates recruited from Introduction to
Psychology courses. All participants are over 18 years old, and they received course
credit for their voluntary participation.

7.2.2 Materials
Same materials as those in Experiments 4 and 5 were implemented in an online
environment. Online questionnaires were developed using Qualtrics. The instructions for
the elaboration task and short-answer test question, which was modified to accommodate
the new task, are as follows.
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Elaboration Task – Instructions
Please type in a scenario (in 1-3 sentences) that includes the crossword terms that you
just solved, either the word itself or context related to the word's definition.
Example
Term:

Habituation

Original Clue:

A decrease in responding with repeated stimulation

Your Response:

Because I work in a factory everyday, I have become habituated to
the sound of machine humming.
Because I work in a factory everyday, the sound of machine
humming does not bother me anymore.

Test Question – Instructions
- What is the difference threshold (in the context of Sensation & Perception)?
- Provide an example of how it might affect your perception or discrimination of
something when you are driving a car.

7.2.3 Experimental Design and Variables
Overall design was identical to that in Experiments 4 and 5. The within-subjects
design examined 3 training conditions: Word-Game + Elaboration (WGE), Word-GameOnly (WGO), and baseline (control). In WGE condition, participants first solved a
crossword puzzle and then did an elaboration task. In the WGO condition, participants
only solved a puzzle. The baseline condition involved no additional training than what
students did outside the experiment. Training condition order and chapter were
counterbalanced using a within-subjects, Latin-squares design. For the dependent
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variables, multiple-choice test measured memory retention, and short-answer test
measured high-level understanding of learned terms.

7.2.4 Procedure
Overall procedure was identical to that in Experiments 4 and 5. The only
difference was the change of the elaboration task. In WGE condition, after participants
solved a crossword puzzle, they used the solved terms to generate sentences. For
example, presented with the term flashbulb, participants might generate a sentence with
the term such as, “My friend’s car accident in 2011 would probably remain in my head
for life as a flashbulb memory.” Alternatively, they might generate a sentence that is
conceptually related to the term without using the term directly such as, “It has been
many years since, but I can still clearly remember reading news about my friend’s car
accident.” The evaluation phase was set to begin five days after participants completed
their individual training. The average actual delay between phases turned out to be 6.7
days within the range between 2 - 11 days.

7.3 Results
Figures 8A and 8B depict participants’ performance in multiple-choice test and
short-answer test, respectively. During training phase, participants in WGO condition
successfully filled, on average, 8.7 out of 10 words in a crossword puzzle, within the
range between 0 - 10 words. The same participants in WGE condition successfully filled,
on average, 7.5 out of 10 words in a crossword puzzle, within the range between 0 - 10
words. To evaluate H1, a 1 x 3 ANOVA was conducted using R, taking both training
conditions (3 conditions) and crossword puzzles (3 different sets of technical terms) into
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account. The test indicated a significantly large effect of training condition on
participant’s recognition performance, F(2, 96) = 14.44, p < .001. In addition, planned
comparisons using one-tailed, paired t-tests were conducted using pwr package in R. The
tests showed statistically significant improvements between the WGO and Control
conditions, t(49) = 2.21, p = .016, d = 0.37, as well as between the WGE and Control
conditions, t(49) = 5.17, p < .001, d = 0.81. Based on these results, H1 was supported,
suggesting that solving a crossword for technical terms (with or without add-on
elaboration task) improved recognition performance on the terms. To evaluate H2, onetailed, paired t-tests showed significantly greater performance when comparing WGE
condition to WGO condition, t(49) = 2.98, p = .002, d = 0.46. Based on these results, H2
was supported, suggesting that adding a structured elaboration task to a crossword
improved resulting recognition performance even further compared to crossword without
an elaboration task.
As for the short-answer test, a 1 x 3 ANOVA showed no significant difference
across training conditions on participant’s in-depth understanding of learned technical
terms, F(2, 96) = 1.35, p = .264. Planned one-tailed, paired t-tests also showed no
significant difference between any of the two conditions: WGO and Control, t(49) = 1.51,
p = .069, d = 0.26; WGE and Control, t(49) = 0.88, p = .193, d = 0.15; WGE and WGO,
t(49) = 0.69, p = .246, d = 0.12. Based on these results, both H1 and H2 were not
supported, suggesting that solving a crossword, with or without add-on elaboration task,
failed to improve elaborative thinking on the terms.
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Figure 8A. Experiment 6 mean scores (out of 10 points) and standard error by training
condition for multiple-choice after five days. The three conditions are Control,
Word-Game-Only (WGO), and Word-Game + Elaboration (WGE).

Figure 8B. Experiment 6 mean scores (out of 10 points) and standard error by training
condition for short-answer after five days. The three conditions are Control,
Word-Game-Only (WGO), and Word-Game + Elaboration (WGE).
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7.4 Discussion
These results suggest that a single change in the elaboration task greatly improved
its effect on recognition as measured by the multiple-choice test. Compared to the task of
generating conceptually related words used in the previous experiments, this task did not
rely as much on the broad knowledge around the learned terms, but rather the
understanding of the terms themselves. It required students to know enough of the terms
for them to be able to generate something more than the definitions, specifically
sentences portraying scenarios that make practical sense. Additionally, students were able
to generate self-related scenarios, making them more personal, and therefore more
memorable. This flexibility in student’s response to this elaboration task makes the task’s
learning output variable, and therefore it should lead to achievement of higher-level
scientific thinking (Koedinger et al., 2012). These benefits, however, failed to appear
from the short-answer generation test (similar to the one used in Experiments 4 and 5).
One possible reason was that the test was not modified to match exactly with the new
task, thus elaboration had little to no effect (Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977; Tulving,
1979). While the task during training asked students to generate their own scenarios, the
test asked them to utilize the knowledge on the terms under provided specific scenarios.
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8 Comparison of Efficacy Between Three Elaboration
Strategies (Experiment 7)
8.1 Introduction
Throughout the first six experiments, none directly compared different types of
elaboration tasks to determine their effect on memory or deeper understanding. Across
these experiments, three types of elaboration tasks were used: (1) generation of new hints
based on summarized knowledge on learned technical terms; (2) generation of words or
phrases conceptually related to the terms; and (3) generation of sentences portraying
practical use of the terms. These produced mixed results regarding effectiveness of the
tasks compared to the non-elaboration conditions, and these different elaboration
methods were not compared directly. Consequently, this final experiment directly
compared the effectiveness of different elaboration tasks used in this dissertation.
Furthermore, because different forms of elaboration might produce benefits for different
aspects of knowledge, this experiment involved four distinct means of assessing
knowledge retention—the standard multiple-choice response, as well as three dependent
measures linked to specific elaboration approaches. That is, an elaboration involving
generating new hints will benefit assessments of knowledge involving similar hintgeneration techniques, word generation elaboration will differentially benefit wordgeneration tests, and sentence-generation elaboration will benefit practical use of terms
the most.
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8.2 Hypotheses
The experiment was designed to test the following hypotheses:
H1: There will be a difference in degree of effectiveness on recognition of learned terms
among three types of elaboration training tasks.
H2: There will be a difference in degree of effectiveness on higher level understanding of
learned terms among three types of elaboration training tasks.
H3: Specific elaboration training will produce the best knowledge transfer for dependent
measures aligned with the mental processes involved in the elaboration.

8.3 Methods
8.3.1 Participants
Experiment 7 consisted of 86 undergraduates recruited from Introduction to
Psychology courses, including 55 males (64%) and 31 females (36%). All participants
were over 18 years old, and they received course credit for their voluntary participation.
The experiment received IRB approval.

8.3.2 Materials
This experiment used one crossword puzzle containing 12 technical terms
selected from three chapters focusing on (1) sensation and perception; (2) learning; and
(3) memory. Follow-up evaluation test included 6 short-answer questions and 12
multiple-choice questions. The short-answer questions were designed to accommodate all
three types of elaboration tasks, with examples of each type shown in Figure 9.
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Instruction
- Tell us 1 thing you know about the term gestalt (in the
context of perception).
- Give us 2 other key terms/concepts that are related to
the term and briefly explain the relationships.
- Provide us 1 scenario depicting how the term might
play a role in a person's life.

Figure 9. Example short-answer questions used in Experiment 7, highlighting the three
kinds of elaborative assessments.

8.3.3 Experimental Design and Variables
The between-subjects design examined three different types of elaboration tasks
used during training phase as the independent variable. Three conditions were Type A generation of summarized information of learned technical terms which can then be used
as their crossword hints, Type B - generation of words or phrases conceptually related to
the terms along with explanations for how they are related, and Type C - generation of
sentences portraying practical use of the terms. Dependent variables were recognition
performance assessed by multiple-choice test questions and effectiveness of elaboration
assessed by short-answer test questions shown in Figure 9.

8.3.4 Procedure
Participants were first randomly assigned into one of the three conditions. This
experiment consisted of two phases: 60-minute training phase and 60-minute evaluation
phase which was to be completed at least 5 days later. possible. The average actual delay
between phases was 5.7 days with a range between 5 - 8 days. The training phase was
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conducted in the lab, while the evaluation phase was conducted online. During the
training phase, participants were given a crossword puzzle to solve on paper. They were
provided with the course textbook that they can use to search for information related to
the terms that were included in the puzzle. The time to complete this task was limited to
25 minutes. Then, participants proceeded to complete the elaboration task for the
remaining 35 minutes. The task (as explained above) was different for each participant
depending on their assigned condition. During the evaluation phase, participants
completed a test which took the form of an online questionnaire. The test started with
short-answer questions, asking participants to elaborate on a portion of the learned terms
using all three types of elaboration techniques consistent with three types of elaboration
tasks. Participants had 50 minutes to complete this first part of the test. The second part
involved multiple-choice test questions to be done within 10 minutes.

8.4 Results
Figure 10 depicts participants’ performance in multiple-choice test, and Figure 11
plots the performance alongside baseline performances from previous six experiments to
show that crosswords with add-on elaboration of any type produce learning gain over
baseline controls. During training phase, participants successfully filled, on average, 8.5
out of 12 words in a crossword puzzle, within the range between 4 - 12 words. To
evaluate H1, a 1 x 3 ANOVA was conducted using R. The test indicated no significant
main effect for training condition in participant’s multiple-choice test score,
F(2, 80) = 1.24, p = .295. Based on these results, H1 was not supported, suggesting that
solving a crossword for technical terms with an add-on elaboration training task equally
improved recognition performance on the terms regardless of the type of training task.
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To evaluate H2 and H3, participant’s performance in short-answer test was
analyzed. Each test question included three test prompts (see Materials section) which
evaluated cognitive ability to recall information related to learned technical terms and
elaborate on those terms in two different ways. For each of those prompts, participants
under three different training conditions were compared against one another on each of
the three elaborative dependent variables. Figure 12 depicts participants’ performance in
recall prompt, association-generation prompt, and sentence-generation prompt
respectively in Panels A through C. Additionally, Figure 13A compiles results from three
test prompts together to make it easier to look at interaction between training condition
and type of test prompt, which tests hypothesis H3. Figure 13B shows a graph of z scores
for the same thing. The car package in R was used to run a 2 x 3 ANOVA on linear
mixed effect regression model. The test indicated no significant main effect for training
conditions, F(2, 249) = 0.91, p = .406, but found significant main effect for types of test
prompt, F(2, 249) = 22.62, p < .001, which simply indicates that some kinds of
elaborative testing higher scores than others. The test also indicated non-significant
interaction between training condition and type of test prompt, F(4, 249) = 0.39, p = .815,
which failed to support hypothesis H3. Looking at just student’s performance in each
individual test prompt, 1 x 3 ANOVA F-tests showed no significant difference among
training conditions for any of the three dependent measures: recall prompt,
F(2, 83) = 0.89, p = .413, association-generation prompt, F(2, 83) = 0.38, p = .683,
sentence-generation prompt, F(2, 83) = 0.42, p = .656. Based on these results, H2 was not
supported, suggesting that solving a crossword for technical terms with an add-on
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elaboration training task equally improved overall high-level understanding on the terms
regardless of the type of training task.
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Figure 10. Experiment 7 mean scores (out of 12 points) and standard error by training
condition for multiple-choice test after five days. The three conditions are Type A: train
summary, Type B: train association generation, and Type C: train sentence generation.

Figure 11. Mean scores on multiple-choice test across 7 experiments. Experiments 1 - 6
show baseline performance, whereas Experiment 7 shows performance after learning
technical terms from a crossword with add-on elaboration. Color indicates type of
elaboration task.
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Figure 12. Experiment 7 mean scores (out of 12 points) and standard error by training
condition for short-answer test after five days. The three conditions are Type A: train
summary, Type B: train association generation, and Type C: train sentence generation.
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A

B

Figure 13. Experiment 7 mean scores for short-answer test in raw score and z-normalized
score for 3 training conditions by 3 test types.
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8.5 Discussion
In this experiment, I directly compared the efficacy of three elaboration strategies:
summarization, association generation, and sentence generation as an add-on task to a
crossword puzzle. Two knowledge tests were used to evaluate the efficacy of those
strategies. A multiple-choice test measured memory performance at the recognition level.
A short-answer test measured participants’ ability to elaborate on learned technical terms
which requires student’s higher-level understanding of those terms. For recognition
performance, the results suggested that if students learn technical terms by solving a
crossword puzzle followed by completing one of the three elaboration tasks, they will do
equally well in remembering the terms when presented with the term’s associated facts,
regardless of which type of task they completed. This finding agrees with results from
other experiments conducted for this dissertation. Looking at recognition performance in
WGE condition from Experiments 3, 4, 5, and 6, the performance was about the same
level (within 10% range of test score).
Two possible explanations might account for this finding. The first explanation is
that these elaboration strategies have about the same effect as one another on learning,
and therefore produce equal amount of learning gain. If this is true, it appears to
contradict the predictions made from the depth-of-processing theory (Craik & Lockhart,
1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975). The theory predicts that deeper processing involved in
encoding learned information results in stronger memory trace. In this experiment,
association generation strategy normally involves deeper processing than writing a
summary from word-definition pairs because it relies more on semantic network to
generate semantically related words from target words (Brown & Perry Jr, 1991).
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Likewise, sentence generation strategy has been shown to involve deeper processing than
elaboration from just word’s definition (Coomber, Ramstad, & Sheets, 1986). As such,
one might expect the three elaboration strategies used in this dissertation to produce
different benefits on learning.
A second possibility is that the three elaboration strategies in fact have unequal
influence on learning in isolation, but these differences are negated by combining them
with a crossword. The previous discussion about difference in level of processing
involved in different elaboration strategies only concerns with elaboration as a standalone task in a learning activity. Most published studies in the literature of vocabulary
learning concern the effect of either a crossword or constructive learning strategy on
learning, but not a combination of both. Therefore, it is difficult to disprove this
conjecture. However, predictions made by the KLI Framework (Koedinger et al., 2012)
offer some support for this notion of crossword negating elaboration. The framework
suggests that students benefit most in learning constant knowledge component (e.g.,
recognition of paired associates) from instructional event (or learning activity) which
enforces application of constant knowledge component (e.g., crossword puzzle in
learning word-definition pairs). This notion can be used to infer that a crossword will
have the strongest effect on recognition of paired associates, to the point that differences
in effectiveness among types of add-on elaboration tasks are minimal. Future research
should evaluate this idea.
As for students’ performance on higher-level understanding of learned technical
terms, the findings are similar with those for recognition performance previously
discussed. That is, with respect to test type, different elaboration strategies provide nearly
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the same level of benefits on learning. This is rather puzzling, however, given that three
test prompts were designed to correspond with three different elaboration strategies.
Therefore, one would either expect to see performance in the matching training condition
(elaboration strategy) significantly greater than performance in the other two non-match
conditions for any particular test type (i.e., transfer-appropriate learning; Morris et al.,
1977; Tulving, 1979), or see one learning mode dominate the others in all measures if it
were simply more effective. And since two out of three test types (besides recall of
definition) required students to generate elaborative responses that go beyond worddefinition pairs, it suggests that the baseline knowledge gained through crossword
practice is sufficient to support the delayed elaborative assessments used in this
experiment.
In the other six experiments conducted for this dissertation, it was difficult to
attribute success or failure of elaboration to the add-on task due to inconsistency of other
factors involved, i.e., control for time-on-task, collaborative-learning factor, and nature of
evaluation test. Therefore, this experiment was conducted to keep all other factors
consistent in order to put a focus on the difference (if any) in efficacy of elaboration
strategy. If there was a significant difference in main effect, it might be attributed directly
to the add-on elaboration task. As it happened, however, such a difference was not found.
Furthermore, it is important to note that it is unlikely that the design and treatment failed
to find an effect because of small sample size or lack of statistical power. Future research
is needed to identify the true cause of lack of difference in effect of elaboration as an addon task to crossword puzzle.
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9 General Discussion
9.1 Lessons learned from this study
This dissertation compiles a series of studies on integrating elaboration learning
task to crossword puzzle in order to extend its learning benefits to go beyond learning
and retention of semantic information of technical vocabulary. Crossword puzzle, when
used as a learning-aid tool, can only provide learners paired associate of technical terms
including the terms and their corresponding definitions or factual information. As such,
its benefits are limited to acquisition of lower-level, constant knowledge component
which does not get transferred to higher-order scientific thinking such as reasoning,
analysis, and concept creation (Koedinger et al., 2012; Whisenand & Dunphy, 2010). In
order to break through the limitation, crossword puzzles need to include a constructive
learning element. Specifically, it needs a task prompt that provides opportunity for
learners to generate something beyond its original content of paired associates (Chi &
Wylie, 2014; Fiorella & Mayer, 2016). Across seven experiments, three different
elaboration strategies: summarization (Fiorella & Mayer, 2016; Stein & Kirby, 1992),
association generation (Karpicke & Smith 2012; Lehman et al., 2014), and sentence
generation (Coomber et al., 1986; Turley-Ames & Whitfield, 2003) were tested for their
efficacy when integrated to a crossword as an add-on learning task. The main hypotheses
for these experiments were (a) crosswords (both with and without add-on elaboration)
would improve memory performance compared to learner's baseline, and (b) adding a
structured elaboration task to a crossword would improve memory performance
compared to a crossword alone.
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Based on findings from the first two experiments, spending nearly half an hour
solving crossword puzzles for technical terms greatly improved memory retention of
gained knowledge on the learned terms. Furthermore, adding just ten more minutes of
study time to complete the add-on elaborative summarization task results in even greater
retention. This is due to that summarization involves learner selecting and integrating
new information to his or her existing knowledge. It requires learners to understand the
learning materials to some great extend beyond the original content in order for them to
be able to generate a different version of the same information (Fiorella & Mayer, 2015).
In such manner, summarization that is done properly can be considered a form of
constructive learning which results in stronger memory retention of learned information
(Chi & Wylie, 2014).
However, the positive findings from the two experiments can also be due to
unequal time-on-task between the crossword alone and crossword with the add-on
elaboration. Because the latter ends up consuming more time to complete, it is within
expectation that it will result in better learning outcome (Wagner et al., 2008). In order to
prove that main benefit on learning comes from the add-on elaboration task and not from
extra time-on-task, direct comparison must be done between the two crossword
conditions (with and without the add-on elaboration) when both have the same time limit.
Experiment 3 tested the efficacy of crossword with add-on elaboration against crosswordonly condition which involved solving the same crossword puzzle twice to control for
time-on-task. The findings showed that a crossword with an add-on elaboration task
failed to provide greater benefits than a repeated crossword. This suggested that time-on-
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task, rather than summarization, was the main contributor to the benefits found in the first
two experiments.
One possible explanation to why time-on-task beat out elaboration in this case
was that the extension of time to allow the 2nd round completion of the same crossword
puzzle ended up introducing repetition effect to the crossword-only condition. The
repetition effect is known to add value to learning outcome (Bromage & Mayer, 1986). If
this was the case here, then it suggests that even though summarization did in fact have
some effect on memory retention of learned technical terms, its effect was weaker
compared to the repetition effect. This raises the need to find new elaboration strategies
with stronger effect.
Hence, Experiments 4 and 5 were conducted to test the efficacy of a different
elaboration strategy, namely, association generation. However, the same result trend as
that in Experiment 3 was found – crossword with add-on association generation task also
failed to provide greater benefits than repetitive crossword. In the cases of Experiments 4
and 5, the result trend indicating weaker elaboration effect applied to both memory
retention and high-level understanding of the learned terms. This finding that association
generation does not lead to acquisition of higher-level scientific thinking can be
explained by the KLI Framework (Koedinger et al., 2012). From the framework’s
perspective of appropriate transfer of knowledge, if the ultimate goal is to achieve higherlevel scientific thinking, the learning event must provide variable knowledge component.
In the case of crossword puzzle, it can only enforce learning of paired associates, which
is considered constant, as opposed to variable (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Hence,
crosswords need an add-on elaboration task that provides a variable knowledge
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component. However, the chosen elaboration task, namely association generation, was
not found to be an appropriate choice since it also involved generating a paired associate,
and the end product was still constant knowledge component (Koedinger et al., 2012).
Another possible explanation is that association generation risks causing cue
overload, in which additionally generated words or concepts, along with target word, can
all become cues and create even more cues for themselves (Unsworth & Engle, 2007).
Cue overload is known to diminish encoding performance of target words, resulting in
insufficient learning outcome (Lehman et al., 2014). It can also be the case that the task is
too complex since it requires generation of semantic connections between target word
and additional words. It is complex because learners must first become knowledgeable of
target word and additional words along with their corresponding definitions or associated
facts; only then they can make semantically plausible connections for those words (it is
prerequisite that learners have already mastered necessary skills for generating word
connection) (Sweller & Chandler, 1994). As such, high degree of interaction among
several knowledge components contributes to complexity of the learning task, and this
interactivity is what introduces high intrinsic cognitive load (Sweller, 1994). Therefore, it
is reasonable to believe that association generation comes with high cognitive load which
hinders the task’s benefit in learning (Sweller & Chandler, 1994). This explains why this
elaboration strategy does not lead to acquisition of higher-level scientific.
Two elaboration strategies: summarization and association generation failed my
expectation in producing better learning outcome than repetitive crossword. This led to
Experiment 6 whose goal was to explore the efficacy of sentence generation strategy
which involved using knowledge of learned technical terms to generate, for each of those
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terms, a sentence portraying a scenario. The elaboration strategy was shown to have
stronger effect than some of the other elaboration strategies, e.g., learning from examples
(Coomber et al., 1986). The finding from this experiment suggested that sentence
generation, as an add-on elaboration task to crossword, had inconsistent effect strength.
For multiple-choice test, which assessed learning gain at memory level, the add-on
elaboration resulted in higher performance than repetitive crossword. This did not
happen, however, for short-answer test that was designed to evaluate learner’s
performances in self-explanation and application of the learned terms in other contexts,
entailing in-depth understanding of the terms that goes beyond paired associates. One
possible reason was that the test was not modified to match exactly with the new task,
thus elaboration had little to no effect (Morris et al., 1977; Tulving, 1979). While the task
during training asked students to generate their own scenarios, the test asked them to
utilize the knowledge on the terms under provided specific scenarios.
Thus far, three elaboration strategies: summarization, association generation, and
sentence generation were investigated within their own experiments, and there were
mixed results regarding their efficacy as an add-on learning task to crossword. So, which
task is the most suitable? To answer this question, Experiment 7 was conducted, in which
all three strategies were directly compared against one another. At memory level,
students performed equally well regardless of which type of task they completed. This
finding agrees with results from other experiments conducted for this dissertation.
Looking at recognition performance after students study technical terms using crossword
with add-on elaboration from Experiments 3, 4, 5, and 6, the performances were about
the same level (within 10% range of test score). Similar result trend also appeared in
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student’s performance on higher-level understanding of the terms. With respect to test
type, different elaboration strategies provide nearly the same level of benefits on overall
learning.
Based on these results, one might assume that the three elaboration strategies have
about the same level of effect on learning and, therefore, they produce equal amount of
learning gain. However, this is most likely not the case because other studies have shown
that different elaboration techniques involved different levels of thought processing
(Brown & Perry Jr, 1991; Coomber et al., 1986). Another possible explanation is that if
the three elaboration strategies in fact have unequal influence on learning gain, then the
difference is most likely negated by combining them with crossword. This explanation is
supported by the KLI Framework (Koedinger et al., 2012), suggesting that students
benefit most in learning constant knowledge component from learning activity which
enforces application of constant knowledge component. In this case, using crossword
puzzle to learn word-definition pairs (constant) will highly benefit recognition of paired
associates (constant). Hence, it can be inferred that crosswords have the strongest effect
on recognition of paired associates, to the point that differences in the effect strength
among types of add-on elaboration tasks is practically ignored.
Aside from add-on elaboration, there are some other interesting factors with
potential effect on learning experience and the resulting knowledge gain that should be
considered, namely collaborative learning, learning environment (i.e., in-person vs.
online), and length of delay period between treatment and evaluation phases. These
factors might have come into play during the transition from Experiment 3 to Experiment
4, where several changes in experimental design occurred. The design changes included
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change from in-person (presented in Experiments 1 - 3) to online participation (presented
in Experiments 4 - 7), change from teamwork (presented in Experiments 1 - 3) to
individual effort (presented in Experiments 4 - 7), and extension of delay from 24 hours
(presented in Experiments 1 - 3) to five days (presented in Experiments 4 - 7). These
three changes are known to negatively affect learning experience and, as a result, reduce
learning gain. Change from group to individual participation removed the collaborativelearning factor, which negatively affects learning (Johnson & Johnson, 2009; Johnson et
al., 1991). From the ICAP Framework’s (Chi & Wylie, 2014) perspective, this change
resulted in stepping down from Interaction mode to Constructive mode, reducing
potential learning gain to be achieved. Change from in-person to an online environment
can possibly negatively affect a student’s level of engagement towards the experiment
(Baber, 2020; Morgan, 2020). According to Mueller and Veinott (2018), while the effect
of crossword still appears even after adding a short delay between training and testing
phases, the effect drops tremendously compared to immediate-test results. This suggested
that as delay period grows longer, the benefit is also diminished at larger rate.
However, overall findings across seven experiments indirectly suggested that
these changes and their negative influence had very little impact here. Looking at results
from Experiment 3 and from Experiments 4 and 5, it appeared to have very small drop in
performance in either control or two crossword conditions, and the trends are highly
similar. One possible explanation for the minimum reduction (if any) caused by removal
of collaborative-learning factor from experimental design has to do with the content of an
interaction. Chi and Wylie (2014) stated that interaction produced the highest learning,
even more than constructive learning, but they also pointed out that not all interactions do
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so. The key points here are that each individual student involved in a learning activity
must first take actions that are considered constructive, and then their interaction must
contribute to adding knowledge to one another (Chi & Wylie, 2014). Based on this
notion, if removal of collaboration between students does not result in declined
performance, it suggests that students fail to engage in a meaningful interaction with each
other. Given that none of the seven experiments conducted for this dissertation looked at
direct comparison for these changes, the presence of negative impact caused by design
change is uncertain. Future research is needed to investigate these changes under the
context of crossword with add-on elaboration.
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9.2 Practical implementation of this study
This section provides several recommendations for educators who are considering
adding crossword puzzle to their course curriculum. First, there is a benefit in having
students solve the same crossword puzzle multiple times. Comparing performance results
from Experiments 1 and 2 with those from Experiments 3, 4, 5, and 6 reveals that, in
most of the cases, solving crossword twice produced higher learning gain than doing it
just once. The increase in learning gain comes from the repetition effect, which has been
shown to have consistent benefit on learning (Bromage & Mayer, 1986; Mueller &
Veinott, 2018). Furthermore, the benefit is positively correlated with number of
exposures. So, in general, repeating a learning activity again is better than doing it once,
and thrice is better than twice. However, note that there is a limit for number of
repetitions before the effect starts to weaken and eventually fade away. For a crossword
task in learning vocabulary, the critical point in applying the repetition effect correctly is
to first take away a crossword sheet filled by students during their first run and then
provide them a new copy. Students must rely on their own memory of either answers
themselves or source of information where they find the answers for the first time. Even
if students might struggle to solve the same crossword in the second round, it should take
them tremendously less time than in the first round (assuming that students manage to fill
all the puzzle boxes correctly during the first round). On the other hand, students who
have excellent memory might finish the second round so quickly that they have time to
slack off. In such cases, educators should encourage their students to spend the remaining
time simply reviewing the information in the crossword puzzle.
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Even though students were informed of the benefit of repetition effect, it is
difficult to deny the possibility that they will feel demotivated in doing the task. Some
students might find repeating the same crossword puzzle boring or, worse, pointless and
will tackle the task half-heartedly. In such case, rather than force them to do it anyway, it
is better to apply a new strategy. My second recommendation is to replace the second
round of solving the same crossword with an elaboration task. Across four experiments
described in this dissertation, specifically Experiments 3, 4, 5, and 6, three elaboration
techniques were investigated for their efficacy as an add-on task to crossword. The results
from those experiments showed that adding an elaboration task to crossword for learning
vocabulary make the crossword as good as repeating it twice in terms of the produced
learning gain. While the downside of crossword with add-on elaboration is that it
generally takes more time to complete (depending on how complex the add-on task is),
the advantage is that students will more likely not perceive the activity as meaningless
and might feel motivated in engaging the task. As for which of the three techniques
should educators add to crossword, Experiment 7 shows that they all provide nearly the
same level of benefits on overall learning. Therefore, it is best to inform students of
available options for elaboration technique and let them choose the one they are most
interested in doing. Note that there are other elaboration techniques not investigated in
this dissertation. Future research should look into those. In the meantime, I encourage
educators to try those techniques out if they feel like experimenting with them, for I
believe it should not result in severely less learning gain.
My final recommendation has to do with a factor not directly investigated in this
dissertation, namely collaborative learning. Comparing performance results from
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Experiments 1, 2, and 3, in which students work together in solving crossword puzzles,
with those from Experiments 4, 5, and 6, in which students work on the puzzles
individually, reveals that the performances from the two groups do not differ much. Chi
and Wylie (2014) mentioned that there are interactions between students that are
productive and those that contribute nothing to students’ learning gain. In the context of
crossword for learning vocabulary, productive collaboration occurs when students assist
each other in finding correct words and get into a discussion on which word is the most
correct (when they find more than one potential correct answers). Additionally, they
could also inform each other of information associated with words they are working on,
which many times go beyond the scope of the word’s definition. On the other hand, nonproductive collaboration is when students try to find correct words on their own, and
when one student succeeds, the other simply agrees with and then they both move on
without further discussion. Thus, the benefit of collaboration depends heavily on students
themselves. My suggestion here is to encourage students to collaborate in solving
crossword puzzle. Educators can give their students a training on how to collaborate
productively prior to engaging the crossword. Note that, however, even without the
training, students might naturally work together productively; and even if that is not the
case, non-productive collaboration only adds no value to learning and does not negatively
impact the learning gain. Nevertheless, diligent students will be more likely to motivate
each other in completing the learning activity.
Mastering technical vocabulary is critical for students who choose to pursue
careers related to the STEM fields. Therefore, educators should consider implementing
any learning-aid tools that have been scientifically proven to work. Variation of methods
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in adding elaboration technique to crossword puzzle, as described in this study, can easily
be implemented with minimal cost, yet considerably improving student’s learning
performance. The method also applies to both in papers and online versions, making the
learning of technical terms equally available to a large population even during pandemic.
I believe that this dissertation serves as a contribution toward the literature of elaboration
as one form of constructive learning. It also serves as another step toward the best
practices to implement word games in learning technical terms.
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Figure A1. Sample crossword puzzle with corresponding hints used in Experiment 1.

Figure A2. Diagram depicting procedures for Experiments 1 & 2.
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